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LISS Murray State University
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8:30 AM:GROUP PHOTO
9 AM:5K RUNNERS START
9:15 AM: 1 MI WALKERS START

7 8 AM. FREE YOGA CLASS
8 AM: REGISTRATION
8 - 11 AM:SILENT AUCTION
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Bohannon
will retire
from Briggs
82 Stratton

Thursday, September 10, 2015

MSS colsrat- es 25 yaws of a

750

Murray, KY 424171

MPD INVESTIGATES POSSIBLE SHOOTING

- Staff Report
The Briggs & Stratton facility
in Murray will soon have a new
plant manager.
According to
Laura Timm,
vice president
of corporate
comtnunications and public affairs at
Briggs
Stratton, longBohannon time Murray
plant manager
Rodney Bohannon will be retiring at the end of this month.
"Briggs & Stratton would like
to thank Rodney for his many
years of service and dedication
to the company," Trimrn said in
an email to the Ledger & Times.
"A search for his replacement is
currently underway, and will be
announced when a candidate is
selected."
According to Bohannon's
Linkedln profile, he began
working at the Murray Briggs &
Stratton in January 1986 as an
engineering technician. He then
rose through the ranks until he
became plant manager in
November 2001.
Bohannon is a current trustee
and presidential advisor for the
of
Chamber
Kentucky

•See Page 2
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He is your praise; he is your
God, who performed for you
those great and awesome
wonders you saw with your
own eyes.
Deuteronomy 10:21
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on Stadium View Drive in Murray involving an 18The Murray Police Department responded to a possible shooting at approximately 8:30 p.m. Wednesday
at this time, MPD spokesman Sgt. David Howe
available
are
details
further
year-old male victim. This incident is currently still under investigation, and no
said.

Calloway Schools prepares
for major website upgrade
the school system is in the beginBy EDDIE SHERIDAN
ning stages of developing a new
Staff Writer
website, McMillen said. Rather
To say Calloway County than a static site controlled comSchools' District Technology pletely by an administrator, howCoordinator John McMillen is not ever, the new site will look to
a fan of the school system's cur- incorporate content in a more
open-source type of way.
rent website might be a bit of an
McMillen said the new website
understatement.
"It's will be developed through
outdat- SchoolPointe, a company which
ed, it's specializes in helping school disup tricts develop websites and manset
wrong age their content. Schoolpointe
(and) it's sites offer several features,includhard to ing document management, cloud
m a n - storage, streaming video and
ag e
school intranet.
"It's not necessarily something
McMillen said. "Not only is it we couldn't do ourselves,"
hard for our staff, but parents McMillen said. "These guys will
be able to get us up and going
can't find anything."
As a result of these concerns, faster than if we did it on our

own."
From a design standpoint,
McMillen said the new site will
strive for cleaner, clutter-free
pages without unnecessary graphics. The intent, he said, is to create
a site that is easier for students,
parents and staff to utilize.
"Whatever they're after, we
want to get that to them as fast as
possible, without them having to
click five or six times," he said.
"We don't want them to get lost in
the site."
McMillen said the main change
the new site will feature concerns
teacher sites. SchoolPointe offers
teacher web pages, but Calloway
teachers will be given the option
of using them as a host or of
developing their own sites.

IN See Page 2

Call: CERT participants
practice what is preached
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
For an instructor, the true reward for all of the time he
has spent teaching a student comes when that student
not only gets the chance to use those
skills, but does so effectively.
For Calloway County Emergency
Management Director Bill Call, the
Response
Emergency
Citizens
Training course he has overseen in
past years has produced such
moments.
"We had a lady attending our class
last year who had just gone through
the first aid portion of the course and
Call
came up on an accident scene a few
days later. She ended up helping the victims by using
what she had learned. Yeah, that makes you feel pretty
good," said Call Wednesday as he prepared to host
another CERT course starting Oct. 1.
"In addition, we had another participant who actual-
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DaNy Forecast
The National Weather Service
Thursday: Cloudy, then
gradually becoming mostly
sunny, with a high near 83.
North wind 3 to 5 mph
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 64
Calm wind
Friday: A 40 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with

a high near 79. Calm wind
becoming north northwest 5 to
7 mph in the morning
Friday Night: A 20 percent
chance of showers. Mostly
tloudy, with a low around 57.
North northwest wind 5 to 7
mph.
Saturday: A 30 percent
chance of showers. Mostly
sunny, with a high near 67.
North northwest wind 7 to 9
mph.
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 50.
North northwest wind 5 to 7
mph.
Sunday: Sunny, with a high
near 70. North northwest wind
around 6 mph.
Sunday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 51. Calm
wind.
Monday: Sunny, with a high
near 76. Calm wind becoming
south southwest around 5
mph.

1

CCPL board reviews
recommendations
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Public
Library Board of Trustees listened to a full report at
Wednesday's'monthly meeting
of ecommendations from the
Means
External
board's
Committee.
The report was given by committee member Audrey Neal.
Neal said that of all the libraries
the committee visited, the
Rowan County Public Library
and Lexington Public Library's
Beaumont branch had the most
features to recommend. Both
American
an
featured
Craftsman-style type of archione's
although
tecture,
response to that style compared
to a more modern design
seemed to be a matter of personal taste, she said.
Other committee suggestionsincluded having several patio
spaces and a covered .drWel'
through window a book drop on
the building exterior, as well as
a separate delivery entrance.
Neal said the Rowan County
Library's drive-through window allowed patrons an easy
way to pick up books after placing them on hold online, and its
cover shielded patrons from
bad weather.
Neal said all committee members recommended an open
floor plan with spaces clearly
defined by color or by furniture, movable walls, large windows or pocket doors. They
also liked the tall ceilings in

public spaces and lower ceilings for other areas to create a
feeling of intimacy. A large
amount of natural lighting from
large windows and local artists'
work also helped create visual
appeal, she said. Art included
sculpture, paintings, pottery.
quilts and other items. Some art
is installed permanently while
other pieces rotate through the
library, she said.
During her monthly report,
Director Mignon
Library
Pitman said the Kentucky
Department for Libraries and
Archives is asking the state legislature for construction funds.
She said Calloway County is on
the list, which shows lawmakers how many libraries are in
need of new construction. If the
KDLA receives any funding,
libraries in need would then
apply for the funds, she said.
In other business, Ann
Landini told the board during
the public comment section of
the meeting that they are all
invited to the Friends of the
Public
County
Calloway
membership
Library's annual
meeting, which will be at 2
p.m. Sunday. She added that the
friends group had also established an endowment recently
through the Murray-Calloway
Community
County
Foundation. IN
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Calloway County and Henry County,
Calloway County Fire-Rescue volunteers responded to tobacco barn fires in both
in the early afternoon to a fire on
responded
firefighters
Tennessee Wednesday. CCFR Assistant Chief Danny Williams said
Terry Workman, where gases
by
owned
Farms,
Workman
at
Kelso Road ir) western Calloway County (pictured above)
ely 15 firefighters responded with six
appeared to have built up and caused the structure to catch fire. He said approximat
in the barn was lost, some appeared
trucks and were on the scene for about 2 1/2 hours. Although much of the tobacco crop
Henry County (Tennessee) Fireto be salvageable, he said. Later Wednesday evening, CCFR was also called to assist
Williams said several trucks
Road.
Line
Rescue at a tobacco barn fire on Blood River Church Road, which is off East State
and manpower were requested.

Justice Dept. encourages prosecutions of corporate execs
to the FBI. Deputy Attorney General Sally Department. "The public expects and
"Quillian Yates was expected to lay out the demands this accountability. Americans
that
hey changes in a speech Thursday sij New should never. believe, even incorrectly,
will go unpunished
activity
criminal
one's
school.
law
University's
—York
Justice
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Though it's not clear whether the new simply because it was committed on behalf
Department issued new guidance to its proswill actually result in additional of a corporation."
policies
ecutors Wednesday, aimed at encouraging
The new guidance, which emerged from
, they are intended to address
prosecutions
cases
civil
and
criminal
more white-collar
Justice Department working group,
a
doing
be
could
department
the
that
concerns
against corporate executives.
includes some new measures a.< well as othThe new policies come amid persistent more to hold individual, high-level executhat are regarded as best practices
ers
fraud.
corporate
for
criticism that the Justice Department, even tives accountable
used by some federal prosecutors.
already
may
it
challenging
how
of
"Regardless
settle-dollar
while negotiating multi-billion
that corporations turn over
mandates
It
a
in
individuals
against
ments with large banks, has not been aggres- be to make a case
against individuals
wrongdoing
of
evidence
y
responsibilit
our
it's
case,
fraud
corporate
for
sive enough in prosecuting individuals
with the
cooperating
for
credit
want
they
if
overcome
to
financial misconduct - including after the * at the Department of Justice
says prosecutors should
and
government,
can
we
everything
do
and
challenges
these
mortgage crisis that devastated the U.S.
to develop the evidence and bring these get as much information as possible about
economy.
executives before finishing up their corpoThe directives were outlined in a memo cases," Yates will say in her speech, accordrate investigation.•
Justice
the
by
provided
excerpts
to
ing
and
attorneys
issued to Justice Department
By ERIC TUCKER
Associated Press

III Calloway Schools, website...
which means content can be updated by
those it features, namely the staff and
"Our teachers are a pretty talented group," employees of the school system.
McMillen said. "If they find another place
"The biggest difference we're going to see
to make a website that works better for going forward is, everybody is going to
them, ultimately we want e good site. It's have the ability to contribute to this webmore important they give good content to site," he said. "We're going to have everythe students and parents than it is for 'You body from the superintendent to the high
do it this way.school television station.
,McMillen said the new site will incorpo"Teachers can write stories, and then they
rate district information with new sites for can submit those stories. When they click
each of the Calloway County schools. There that final button that it's ready to go live,
will be space inside of each school site for that teacher has contributed to the website."
different organizations and athletic groups,
McMillen said there will be a "nominal
he said.
fee" invoived with setting up the new site.
SchoolPOinte sites are built more on a He estimated that the cost of using
crowd-sourcing model, McMillen said, SchoolPointe will save the school system

From Front

•Bohannon...
From Front
Commerce. He was also a member of the board of directors for
the Calloway County chapte,r of
the American Red Cross. He
was twice named Murray
IAACP Executive of the Year.
A job description for the posi-

tion posted online describes the
plant manager as being "responsible for all plant operations."
This includes ensuring "largescale projects are completed on
time, on budget and meet specified quality standards, production requirements and preset
goals." Ill

both money and work hours.
"This will get us where we want to go the
fastest," he said. "It will be a fraction of
what it would cost us to hire a web designer."
McMillen said the site will be designed
privately, but he hopes to have some results
to show next month. Once the site is completed and training has been given on how
to use it, the school system will swap
servers and the new 'site will go live.
"We're trying in as simple a manner as
possible get information to parents. students, teachers and community members in.
a fashion that's easy for-them to find and
read," he said. "It's long overdue."•
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7 8 AM: Free Yoga Class
8 AM: Registration &
Silent Auction Open
8:30 AM:Group Photo
9 AM: 58 Runners Start
9:15 AM: 1 Mi Walkers Start
10:30 AM:Runner Awards
11 AM: Silent Auction Closes
11:30 AM:Check-out winning
bidders for auction items

Fundraising Events:
Sept. 11 - Glendale Church
Fish Fry
Sept. 11 - MCCH Bake Sale
Sept. 12 - Big Apple
Lunch Rebate
tfollowing walk;

7

Murray Pre-Walk Bank Day and Shirt Pick-up
Thurs. Sept. 10 from 5-7pm
MCCH(809 Poplar St.)Board Room

REGISTER AND DONATE Arweb.alsa.org/Murray
4

Contact Jennifer Houston for more information at jennifer@alsaicy.org or 859.331.138
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ABOVE: Matt
Morehead of Almo
uses a fire extinguisher to attack flames
blasting from a fuel
vat last year as partner Chariton Young,
also of Almo, backs
him up with another
extinguisher at the
ready. The exercise
was part of the nineweek Community
Emergency Response
Team course from
which 15 participants
graduated last year.
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LEFT: Capt. Andy
Harrell of Calloway
County Fire-Rescue
leads a class on fire
safety last year during
the Citizens
Emergency Response
Team course at
CCFR Station No. 1
in Murray.
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Murray State celebrates 25 years
of consecutive U.S.News rankings
Special to the Ledger
MURRAY, Ky. — Murray State University
(MSU) has once again been recognized by
U.S.News & World Report's Best Colleges as one
of the top schools in the country. The 2016 rankings released today list Murray State in ninth place
among the top public regional universities in the
South and marks the university's 25th consecutive
year of top tier rankings by the college guide.
Murray State continues to be the top-ranked
public regional university in Kentucky in the
Regional Universities-South category, which contains both private and public schools. The 618 universities in this category are ranked against their
peer group in one of four regions — North,South,
Midwest and West.
"Murray State University has a long-standing
tradition of academic excellence. We remain committed to providing a high value education, with a
focus on student success," said Dr. Bob Davies,
president of Murray State University.
Also recognized in the Best for Veterans category, Murray State is seventh among public regional
universities in the South and is the highest ranked
public regional Kentucky university. More than
720 schools are included in this year's rankings,
which are based on the institution's certification
for the GI Bill and participation in the Yellow
Ribbon Program.
In addition, the university is recognized for its
undergraduate teaching, ranking sixth in the
southern region. Murray is the only Kentucky university in the regional ranking to achieve a spot on
the "Best — A Strong Commitment to

Undergraduate
Teaching" list, a
ranking based on
peer reviews from
other institutions.
"We are honored
that our peers
ranked
Murray
State for our strong
commitment
to
undergraduate
teaching as the only
Kentucky university receiving this
accolade in the
regional ranking
and one of only three Kentucky universities of any
type to receive this distinction," Davies said.
U.S.News Best Colleges follows a methodology
that is two-pronged. The formula uses quantitative
measures that education experts view as reliable
indicators of academic quality and U.S.News'
researched view of what matters in education.
Regional Universities, the category in which
Murray State is ranked,is defined as those schools
that offer a broad scope of undergraduate degrees
and some master's degree programs with few, if
any, doctoral programs.
The overall assessment measures in order of
weight are undergraduate academic reputation,
retention, faculty resources, student selectivity,
financial resources, graduation rate performance
and alumni giving.•

ly had taken the 2004 class we
had (last year was the first thus
since 2005 for Calloway County
to host a CERT course) and said
he wanted to take it again. Well,
this fellow said that had it not
been for that 2004 course, he
would've been in way worse
shape than he was for the ice
storm of 2009. He said he used a
lot of what he was taught, and he
was coming back so many years
later bense he just wanted to
learn more that could help him in
the event of another emergency.
"We had 21 start the program
last year with 15 actually finishing it, and that was because some
had conflicts with health and
scheduling issues, namely with
jobs. Many of those, though, said
they had liked what they had seen
up to that point. In fact, that
reminds me; I've got one lady
who had to leave the class early
saying that she wanted to come
back this year, so I need to call
her and let her know that chance
is here."
CERT courses cover a variety
of topics, including fire safety
(with hands-on experience with a
fire extinguisher and actual
flames), as well as search-andrescue, the aforementioned first
aid, as well as terrorism situations,just to name a few.
This year's CERT course is
already filling with students, Call
said Wednesday. He said seven
participants are already signed
up,and there is room for a total of
20. He said he does not want to
have too many students because
the instruction is so intensive that
it would be difficult to handle
everyone the same.
As was the case last year, the
2015 course will be taught at
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Station No. 1 on Sycamore Street
in Murray. Call said classes will
continue through Nov. 19 with
class times scheduled for 6-9 pm.
Thursdays.
"CERT is based on volunteers,
and especially those people with
a good volunteer's heart and
that's a characteristic of a lot of
the city and county folks here. We
have a lot of people who, in an
emergency situation, want to help
their neighbors. This is a good
place to learn how to do that,"
Call said of the course that is free
to all participants.
"Everyone gets a book that covers several different topics and,at
the end of the course, you get a
backpack that is full of many lifesaving pieces of equipment,
including a tool to turn off a gas
meter, along with a helmet."
Call said each week of instruction focuses on one topic. On the
final night of the course, all participants will engage in one large
exercise that incorporates many
of the things that have been
taught.
To learn more about the class,
or to sign up, contact Call at
wcall@mchsi.com
Or
wcall@MurrayState.edu or call
270-293-0068. III

6AM-8PM
McDonald's
of Murray

Giveaway* Every
Including 3 Mini Tablets

Buy One,
Get One FREE*
Sausage McMuffin
with Egg or Big Mac
'Free item of equal
or lesser value.

No purchase necessary. Must be 18 or older.
See store for details. Must be present to win.

Buy One,
Get One FREE*
McCafe or Frappe
or Smoothie

Our Anniversary
Specials Continue...
September 11th-20th
Buy One,Get One FREE* Sausage McMuffin with Egg or Big Mac
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Murray State recognized for
academic quality and value

Cnyagernen/

Crouse and Clymer
Carrie Ann Crouse and Nathan Ray Clymer, both of Murray,
Kentucky, announce their engagement.
The bride is the daughter of Kelly Crouse of Murray and Laura
Crouse of Louisville and the granddaughter of the late Donald
Reinhardt Sr. and Retta Reinhardt of Louisville and the late Anita
Carolyn Crouse and Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Crouse of Murray. She is
a 2009 graduate of Calloway County High School and is currently
attending West Kentucky Community and Technical College,
Paducah, with plans to graduate in 2015. She is employed at
Primary Care Medical Center, Murray.
The groom is the son of the late Jimmy Ray Clymer of
Muskogee, Oklahoma and Pam McGehee of Mayfield and the
grandson of the late Nathaniel Clymer and Lois Clymer of
Muskogee and the late Patsy Alexander and the late Charles
Copeland, both of Mayfield. He graduated in 2007 from Calloway
County High School and is employed at A&K Construction in
Lone Oak.
The wedding will be Saturday, Sept. 19, 2015, at 5 p.m. at the
Calloway County Fairgrounds.
Family and friends are invited to attend.

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University has
again been recognized as giving
students more bang for their
buck. For the second consecutive
year,
Washington
Monthly's "The Other College
Guide: A Road Map to the Right
School for You" has Murray
State highlighted as a best value
for students seeking a college
degree. MSU was the top
ranked public university in
Kentucky in the Southern
Schools category of "Best Bang
for the Buck."
Washington Monthly rated
schools based on their contribution to the public good in three
broad categories — social
mobility (recruiting and graduating low income students),
research (producing cutting
edge scholarship and PhDs)and
service (encouraging students to
give something back to their
country).
Schools were sorted into four
categories — national universities, liberal arts colleges, master's universities(where Murray
State appears) and baccalaureate colleges. "Best Bang"
schools were ranked by region.
The southern region had 214
schools ranked in the "Best
Bang" category, with Murray
State coming in at 44.
Simply put, "Best Bang for
the Buck" recognizes the economic value students receive

DATEBOOK

per dollar spent on their educations and salutes colleges that
score well on measures of
access, net value and student
outcomes.
"We are proud to be recognized for the quality education
our students earn from Murray
State
University,"
MSU
President Bob Davies said."We
are honored to receive recognition from Washington Monthly
highlighting the value added
from a Murray State education
in terms of academic excellence
and affordability."
According to the editors, the
2015 "Best Bang for the Buck"
list is a different list than they
have presented in past years,
with the biggest difference
being that all four-year colleges
featured in the main rankings
were included instead of just a
smaller number of colleges that
met a number of performance
criteria. "This allows all colleges' performances to be compared to each other, which is
more useful for students and
their families as they look at different colleges," the editors
noted.
The methodology for the
"Best Bang for the Buck" rankings included specific measures
for student loan default rate,
graduation rate, graduation performance, net price of attendance and percent of Pell Grant
students.•

Need Line updates
items needed list

Special to the Ledger
hamburger, pork, garden fresh
Need Line has issued an vegetables and farm fresh eggs.
updated request for items need- Personal hygiene items
and
ed. They include peanut butter, cleaning supplies are extremel
y
tuna, salmon, canned chicken, low and needed are dish liquid,
Spam, lunch meat, pork and toilet paper,deodorant, bar
soap,
beans, canned pasta, fruit, eggs, toothbrushes, women's razors,
bread/buns, hot dogs, chicken, tampons, toothpaste, ziplock
plastic bags and hotel/travel size
shampoo, lotions, soap. Large
brown bags and clear packing
tape are also requested.
Need Line had 1141 applicams for the month of August.
Food insecurity in MurrayCalloway County affects one of
seven in our community so
donations are urgently needed.
The Need Line Charity Gold
Tournament will be held Friday,
Sept. 18.
Senior CSFP pick-up food day
will be Thursday,Sept. 17,from
10:30.a.m. until noon.
The Need Line Board meeting
will be Monday, Sept. 21, at
12:30 p.m.
Need Line is a community and
church cooperative ministry. It
is a non-profit social service
agency of Murray-Calloway
County. Donations are tax
exempt. Need Line has been
serving the less fortunate in our
community for 41 years.
Need Line is located at 509
North Eighth Street and is open
from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. Need
Photo by Chris Woodall
SCOOPED: The employees of The Place recently received
Line
is a United Way agency.
complementary copies of the
For more information, call 270Ledger & Times and free frozen custard from Culver's as part of
the Murray Ledger & Times'
753-6333. III
"We've Got the Scoop" summer promotion.

The Aurora Ross Fire Department Auxiliary
will host a spaghetti dinner Saturday, Sept. 12,
from 5-7 p.m. at the Aurora Ross Fire
Department. All-you-can-eat spaghetti, bread
sticks, salad, tea or lemonade with coffee and
dessert is $6 for adults and $3 for children under
12. The public is invited. For more information.
contact Audrey Boyan at 270-906-5515.

Datebook

KUMC to host breakfast

Martha
Kirksey United Methodist Church will host a
Finney Andrus,
community breakfast Saturday, Sept. 12, from
Community
8-10 a.m. A traditional breakfast of bacon,
editor
sausage,gravy,eggs and biscuits will be served.
Donations will be accepted with proceeds going to local food
banks. The public is invited to attend.

Needlework exhibit.scheduled
A free counted cross stitch class and needlework exhibit will be
held Monday, Sept. 14, from noon until 2 p.m. at the Marshall
County Public Library in Hardin,4640 Murray Highway. All class
supplies provided free. MI are welcome. For more information,
contact the Marshall County Public Library at Hardin at 270-4374275,ext. 3.

P.E.O. Sisterhood to meet Saturday
The P.E.O. Sisterhood will meet Saturday. Sept. 12, at 10 a.m. at
the home of Linda LaRochelle. There will be an initiation ceremony and all members are encouraged to attend.

Bake Sale for ALS Team TW planned
Team TW,in memory of Todd Walker, will have a bake sale on
Friday, Sept. 11,from 7 a.m. until 2 p.m. in the private dining room
of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All proceeds will benefit
the ALS Association Kentucky Chapter.

Cub Scout Family Campout scheduled

The Four Rivers District of the Lincoln Heritage Council, Boy
Scouts of America, will have its annual Cub Scout Family Campout
beginning Friday, Sept. 18,through Sunday,Sept. 20,at Camp Roy
C. Manchester on Kentucky Lake near Aurora. This year's theme is
"Hometown Heroes," celebrating the public service of police, fire,
medical and water/boating safety professionals in the area.
Registration is $15. If interested, contact the leaders of your local
Cub Scout troop or Patrick Fitzwater,event chair, at 270-558-5187.
The Four Rivers District serves scouting in the Jackson Purchase
region of Kentucky (Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton,
McCracken, Graves, Marshall and Calloway counties).

Fun with Languages offered at MSU

The first meeting of the Fun with Languages sessions offered at
Murray State University will be Saturday,Sept. 12,from 10-11
a.m.
at the university's Waterfield Library. The sessions offer language
clubs for pre-K to high school-aged children with a special emphasis on younger ages. Students can participate in French, Spanish,
German, Chinese and Japanese clubs taught by Murray State's
modern languages students and/or native speakers. The cost of the
session is $60. To register or for more information, contact Valerie
Hendley at 270-226-0198 or email valerie@learningfrenchwithvalerie.com.

Friends of the CCPL to meet Sunday

The annual meeting of the Friends of the Calloway County Public
Library will be Sunday,Sept. 13,at 2 p.m. in the Community Room
of the library. Featured speaker this year is Ashley Ireland, dean of
University of Libraries at Murray State. She, along with Sarah
Hopley, the special collections and exhibit librarian,
will provide
members and guest with an overview of the special collectio and
ns
items housed in the University's libraries. Informat
ion about
upcoming activities and events sponsored by the Friends will be
presented by the members of the executive board and the CCPL
librarians. Light refreshments will be served.

Knit-wits will meet
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.com

Downtown Saturday Market to be held

FALL SAVINGS
FRIDAY

270-753-8055
COUPON • — — Free Hearing Screening

30 day Trial Purchase
(For those who qualify)
Expires 9-25-2015

Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions
program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.
The public
is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information
or a ride,
call the church office at 270-753-1834.

(cash & carry only)
ALL DAY FRIDAY '

STONE-LANG CO.
Hearing Rehabilitation
.Itrrav KY • 270 7S1

V
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4 Open Monday-Saturday 9-5 • Closed Sunday

The Downtown Farmers Market is on the south side Murray's
of
court square on Saturday mornings. Vendors will
be offering home
grown vegetables and fruit along with farm raised
meats, fresh
bread and baked goods, and handmade jewelry
and textiles. For
vendor information, contact Murray Main Street, 270-759-9474.

Reformers' Unanimous will meet

15% OFF
Storewide!

Financing 0% interest

A

W.A.T.C.H needs aluminum cans

II

Leroy

Leroy
Clinton,

Walk to Defeat ALS will be Saturday
The Murray Walk to Defeat ALS will be Saturday, Sept. 12,at the
CFSB Center on the campus of Murray State University.
Registration and silent auction begins at 8 a.m.,5 K run starts at 9
a.m. and one mile walk is at 9:15 a.m. 3 Hearts Yoga will offer a
free outdoor yoga class designed for all levels from 7-8 am. at the
CFSB Center between entrances B and C. Bring your yoga mat.
For
more
information, contact
Scott
Benson
at
Benson.scott@basco.com or call 270-767-3823 or 270-293-3098.

The Knit-wits group will meet Friday, Sept. 11, at p.m., the
1
in
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
and crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more information call
Dot at 270-293-5588.
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Murray Group Home is now accepting donations of household
items, clothing and books which will be used for a fundraiser on
Saturday, Sept. 19. All proceeds will go to the Murray Group Home
Girls' Activity Fund. To donate items, call 270-759-4272.

Wrangler's horse show to be Saturday

on the Z-Series RIC
Hearing Aid!

Clara

Group Home accepting donations

Wrangler's Riding Club will have the last show of
the season
Saturday, Sept. 12, at 6 p.m. Located on Highway
80 East, the
Wrangleersiliterwill have pony lead line, show classes, and trail
and speed events. There is an optional jackpot for
poles and barrels.
Concessions will be available.

SAVE $1000

4111

Spaghetti dinner to be held

The W.A.T.C.H Center, 702 Main Street, needs aluminu cans
m
for an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped
off any
time day or night seven days a week by driving through the driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and placing them in
the cotton wagon.
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Cara Evelyn Starts Page
Clara Evelyn Starks Page,90,of Murray, Kentucky,
died Monday,
Sept. 7,2015, at Hickory Woods, Murray.
She was born May 8, 1925 in Murray, Kentucky
to Bion Poyner
and Minnie Williams Poyner.
She was a homemaker and a member of Grace Baptist
Church.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her first
husband,
Charles D. Starks; her second husband, Frank Page and a
brother,
J.B.Poyner.
Mrs. Page is survived by a daughter, Dorinda Craig and
husband
Charles of Murray; a son,Randall Starks of Murray; a sister.
Bobbie
Sue Elkins and husband Otis of Murray; two grandchildren
,
Mitchell Craig of Puryear, Tennessee and Kela Travis and husband
Trent of Murray; two great-grandchildren, Emily Craig of Puryear
and Nash Travis of Murray.
Funeral services will be at 10 a.m.,Thursday,Sept. 10,2015 at
the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale officiating. Burial will
follow in Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be from 5-8
p.m., Wednesday, Sept. 9,2015 at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Grace Baptist Church
Building Fund,617 South Ninth Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Leroy Vertus Petersen

Brenda Dy
Brenda Dy,65,of Murray, Kentucky, died Monday. Sept. 7, 2015

FUNERAL NOTICE

at her home

She was born June 6, 1950 in Nova Scotia,
Canada, to Thomas and Margaret Joudrey.
She was a homemaker and loving wife, mother
and Nana. Brenda and her husband, Jose, moved
to Murray from Ventura, California in 2007 and
are members of St. Leo Catholic Church.
She was preceded in death by her parents, a son,
Joseph J. Dy and a brother.
Mrs. Dy is survived by her husband,Jose D. Dy
Jr. of Murray; two sons, Phillip J. Dy and Dennis
J. Dy, both of Murray; a daughter, Michelle
Dy
Neiswender and husband Thom of Mayfield; four
brothers and four sisters, all of Canada.
Funeral services will be at 10 a.m., Monday,Sept. 14,2015, at St.
Leo Catholic Church, Murray. Visitation will be Sunday. Sept. 13,
2015 from 5-8 p.m., with a rosary service beginning at 6 p.m. at the
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory. downtown Murray.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray, is in charge
of arrangements.

Henry Bert Smith Jr.

(41k

Henry Bert Smith Jr., 92, of Benton, Kentucky,
died Saturday. Sept. 5,2015 at Lake Way Nursing
& Rehabilitation, Benton.
He was born Wednesday. Feb. 21. 1923 in
Benton. He retired from the Marshall County
Road Department where he was an assistant road
engineer. He honorably served his country in the
U.S. Army during World War II and was a member of New Harmony Baptist Church.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Henry
Bert
Smith Sr. and Nellie Kelly Smith. He was the
Smith
husband of the late Mary Jo Wood Smith. Also
preceding him in death were his brothers, Buren
Smith, Rollie A. Smith, Sherman Smith and sisters, Ester Fisk, Lois Thompson and Hontus
McGregor.
Mr. Smith is survived by sons Garry Smith and
wife Kathy of Benton and Jerry Don Smith and
wife Shelia of Almo; two grandchildren, Marcus Wayne Smith of
Benton and Mallory Kristen Fagan and husband Ryan of Chicago.
Illinois; and one brother, Clovis Smith of Benton.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m.,Thursday. Sept. 10,2015 in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home,Benton, with Jason Sharp and Brett
Miles officiating. Burial will follow in Hillcrest Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation was held on Wednesday, Sept. 9, 2015,from 5-8 p.m. at
the funeral home.
Memorial contributions may be made to Hillcrest Cemetery Fund,
c/o Ina Bolen,5681 Symsonia Highway, Benton,42025.
Collier Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of arrangements.

Thy ill. cliurchill
uneral Home
Clara Evelyn Starks Page,90
Funeral service will be at 10 am.,Thursday, Sept. 10,2015 at
the funeral home. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.

Collier Eungral Home.
Benton
Jerome Lee 'Hoppy' Hicks,72
Funeral service will be at 1 pm.,Thursday,Sept. 10,2015 at the
funeral home. Burial will follow in Wadesboro Cemetery,Hardin.
Henry Bert Smith Jr.,92
Funeral service will be 11 a.m.,Thursday, Sept. 10.2015 at the
funeral home. Burial will follow in Hillcrest Cemetery, Benton.

Chinese farmer pretended to be
princess in order to commit fraud

Leroy Vertus Petersen, 76, of Mw-ray, Kentucky, formerly of
Clinton, Iowa, died Sunday, Sept. 6,2015 at his home.
.
He was born Sunday, Jan. 15, 1939, in Clinton,
BEUING (AP) — A farmer who pretended to be a princess
Iowa.
descended
from the Qing dynasty to swindle people out of more
He was of the Church of Christ faith, a United
than
2
million
yuan ($315,000) has been sentenced to 13 - 1/2 years
States Army veteran and retired from the John
in prison for fraud, a court said.
Deere Foundry in East Moline, Illinois. After
retiring, he moved with his family to Murray in
Wang Fengying and her co-accused Yang Janglin said she was
1992.
called Princess Changping and persuaded people to lend them
He was preceded in death by his parents, Peter
money to help them get back assets worth billions of dollars held by
W. and Christina Schaffer Petersen; four sisters,
authorities, the Lianhu District Court in Shaanxi province said.
Mildred Costello, Gertrude Landon, Alverta
They promised high returns on the investments and the fraud lastLibberton and Marcella Petersen; two brothers,
Petersen
ed two years until a victim went to the police, the court said in a
Peter and Wayne Petersen and a great-granddaughstatement Tuesday. In the meantime, Wang had bought a sedan car
ter, Jordan Marie Bowling.
Mr. Petersen is survived by his wife, Linda
and put a down payment on an apartment.
Anderson Petersen, of Murray, to whom he marPolice seized 41 gold bars, thousands of fake dollars and treasure
ried on Nov. 22, 1969; four daughters, Christina
maps that Wang offered to investors as collateral.
Bowling, Charity Petersen. Joanna Harris and
Co-defendant Yang was sentenced to 12 years' imprisonment and
Josephine Duncan and husband Jimmy Ray, all of
both
were fined 500,000 yuan ($80,000) in court Monday.•
Murray; a brother, Donald Petersen and wife Phyllis of Clinton; two
sisters, Jane Moones of Geneseo, Illinois and Vera Hammaren of
Bellevue, Iowa and four grandchildren, Amanda Smith, Joseph
Duncan, George Bowling and Hannah Jones.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m., Friday, Sept. 11, 2015 at the
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray. Burial will
follow at the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be from 5-8
p.m.,Thinl ay, Sept. 10,2015 and from 8 a.m. until 1 p.m., Friday,
FORT CAMPBELL,Ky.(AP) — A 101st Airborne Division solSept. 11, 20)
15 at the funeral home.
dier who was killed in Cambodia in 1970 was honored at a Fort
Expressions of sympathy may be made in the form of a memorial
Campbell ceremony.
gift to help with monument expenses and mailed to: Leroy Petersen
The post gymnasium wase dedicated Wednesday and named for
Memorial, do Imes Funeral Home, 311 N. 4th Street, Murray,
Sgt. Leslie H. Sabo Jr.
Kentucky 42071.
President Barack Obama awarded Sabo the Medal of Honor
Staff Report
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
posthumously in 2012 for heroic actions in combat while serving
they don't pay within 45 minThe
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray,is in charge
Murray
Police utes.
as a rifleman with the 101st in Cambodia. The post said among
Department warned the public
of arrangements.
The callback number used is
other actions, the 22-year-old picked up a grenade and threw it
on
its
Facebook
page (866) 978-6849. The Murray
away while shielding a fellow soldier with his own body, seriously
Wednesday of a reported scam. Electric System does not operwounding Sabo but saving the friend. Sabo was killed when he
The post said it was reported ate in this manner, MPD said. threw a grenade into an enemy bunker. III
to MPD that someone claiming "If you receive a call about your
to be John Davis with Murray electric service, hang up and
Electric System has been calling call the Murray Electric System
several people stating that their at(270)753-5312 to check your
WASHINGTON ,(AP) — tive favorites, including former last payment didn't go through account,"
MPD said. "Don't
Debate on the Iran nuclear deal vice presidential nominee Sarah and that a crew is on the way to respond to the person
calling."
morphed into full-blown political Palin, in front of several thousand shut off the victim's power if
spectacle Wednesday as Donald people who waved flags and banOWINGSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky wildlife officials have
Trump and Ted Cruz held a rally to ners denouncing Obama.
captured a monkey on the loose in a small town.
denounce it, Hillary Rodham
"Never ever,everin my life have
State police and Bath County deputies had been helping
Clinton gave a speech to praise it I seen a deal so incompetently
Kentucky Fish and Wildlife officers with their monkey business in
and congressional Republicans negotiated as our deal with Iran,"
the town of Owingsville. Media reports say officials had to tranturned on each other angrily as Trump told the crowd."We are led
quilize the animal Wednesday to get it down from a tree.
they grasped for a last-ditch play to by very, very stupid people. We
Sam Mullins told WLEX-TV that he spotted the monkey running
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Passengers on the British Airways jet loose Monday near an intersection in Owingsville and then saw it
stop it.
cannot let it continue."
The maneuvering and speechifyThe congressional resolution,on whose engine caught fire just before takeoff in Las Vegas escaped again Tuesday in a tree on his property and called authorities.
ing did little to change the reality: its own, wouldn't reverse a multi- with their lives — and some with their carry-ons, as well.
Primate Rescue Center founder April Truitt told WKYT-TV that
Barring unlikely success of an country agreement already blessed
While flight crews tell people to leave belongings behind in an the animal appeared to be a long-tailed macaque and was probably
eleventh-hour gambit by the by the United Nations. A vote of evacuation,
pilots say they seem increasingly inclined to grab what- someone's pet at one point. She says the center in Nicholasville will
House, the international accord disapproval, however,could signal
take the animal in.•
ever they brought on board. And sometimes even a selfie or two.
aimed at curbing Iran's nuclear Congress' readiness to introduce
"We're always shaking our head," said Chris Manno, a veteran
program in exchange for relief new sanctions at the risk of causfrom economic sanctions will ing Tehran — and other govern- pilot with a major US airline who took to social media Wednesday
move ahead. Even if Congress ments — to abandon the accord to slam those pictured on the Vegas tarmac with bulky cabin bags.
•
succeMs in passing legislation and blame the U.S. for the failure. "It doesn't matter what you say, people are going to do what they
,
„1 3,11111)111.
aimed at undermining it by next
•
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Go Set a
Watchman
by Harper Lee
The August selection for CCPL's Brookdale Bookworms
and Hickory Nuts Book Clubs was Harper Lee's "Go Set a
Watchman."
According to HarperCollins,"Go Set a Watchman" was
originally written in the mid-1950s, and was the novel
Harper Lee first submitted to her publishers before "To Kill
a Mockingbird." Her editor, Tay Hohoff, asked her to
rewrite the novel using the point of view of Jean Louise, as
a young girl. Harper Lee wrote a new novel, which became
"To Kill a Mockingbird." Assumed to have been lost, the
manuscript was discovered by her lawyer in late 2014.
"Go Set a Watchman" is the story of Jean Louise Finch Scout, now 26 and her return home for a visit with her aging
father, Atticus Finch. As Jean Louise takes in the many
changes that have occurred since her last visit, she reminisces about her brother Jem,their friend Dill and a number
of the childhood high-jinks they shared. When she finds a
disturbing pamphlet stacked among the books beside by her
father's chair, she questions her aunt about it; her aunt tells
her that Atticus brought the pamphlet home from a
Maycomb County Citizens' Council meeting. Unaware that
such a council existed in Maycomb and even more surprised
that her father is a member, she marches to the court house
where the Council is meeting. As she sits in the balcony,
unobserved by the men below, she is shocked by what she
sees and hears. Scout soon finds herself questioning everything that she has believed about the small town of
Maycomb, social injustice, and most of all, her beloved
father.
"Go Set a Watchman" afforded the Brookdale
Bookworms and Hickory Nuts book clubs two of the best
discussions to date. Members of both groups agreed that
Harper Lee wrote the book and what was published is her
unedited first draft, and should be read with that in mind.
While there are some really well-developed portions
throughout the novel, others have not been "fleshed out,"
which made for a disappointing read for some.
Many Harper Lee fans have stated that they are conflicted
about whether to read "Go Set a Watchman" or not. There
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Pages."
Pictured is work included in Murray Art Guild's current exhibition, "Sketchbooks and

Murray Art Guild hosts
sketchbook exhibition

A NOVEL

are concerns that they will lose respect for the beloved characters, especially those of Atticus and Scout. The concerns
are valid, and one group member offers this recommendation: "If you can read it as a stand alone novel,without cornparing it to 'To Kill a Mockingbird,' read it. If not,then you
shouldn't because it will change your perception."
Harper Lee was 34 when To Kill a Mockingbird was published in 1960. The book was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in
1961. It became an international bestseller and was adapted
to screen in 1962.'To Kill a Mockingbird" was Let's only
published work until the release of"Go Set a Watchman- in
July 2015.
To learn more about CCPL book clubs, services and
resources, please visit the library at 710 Main Street,
Murray, KY or online at www.callowaycountylibrary.org.

Participating artists include Joy area. Located at 500 N. Fourth
Special to the Ledger
exhibition, Thomas, Jennifer Fairbanks, Mary' Street with hours of 10 am. to 4
current
The
"Sketchbooks and Pages" at the Fuhrrnann, Wyatt Severs, Tom p.m. Tuesday through Friday and
Murray Art Guild offers a unique Kelly, Jeanne Beaver, Sarah 10 am. to 2 p.m. Saturday. The
opportunity to observe the creative Gutwirth, Sandy Sasso, Margaret Guild offers an exhibition gallery,
Merida, Cathy Mix Robinson, an art market and studios. The
process.
The exhibit, which features the Annette Mooso Sitton and Anne Kentucky Arts Council, the state
work of 12 local artists, shows the Sacora. An opening reception for arts agency, supports the Murray
thinking process as seen in the the exhibit is scheduled for Friday, Art Guild with state dollars and
artists' sketchbooks. Sketchbooks Sept.. II, 6-8 p.m.; the exhibit federal funding from the National
are used to document observations, remains open through Saturday, Endowment for the Arts. For more
work out problems, record inspira- Sept. 26.
events and
The Murray Art Guild is a non- information on MAG
tions, and store ideas. Sketchbooks
yartwww.murra
to
go
programs
are personal and offer insight to profit visual arts organization servguild.org.
County
lloway
Murray-Ca
the
ing
how an artist thinks and works.

Brookdale Bookworms and Hickory Nuts
Book Clubs August Selection
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"Paintings/ Props/ Intermediaries"
Artist Bruce Wilhelm's "green house" painting is part of his
14.
Oct.
through
16
Sept.
y
Universit
exhibit at Murray State

3 ma—.
6 mo.—..

MSU announces Wilhelm exhibition

Checi

tions including at Mulherin Pollard lines of thought and visual chalSpecial to the Ledger
viewer to assemble in
The Murray State University in New York City and ADA Gallery lenges for the
city
the
Virginia,
,
Richmond
the mind. This set of works addressDepartment of Art and Design is in
and works.
lives
currently
he
where
Bruce
of
work
the
es the eye's processes of scansion as
presenting
This exhibition is a continuation one reads the wall as if perusing an
Wilhelm in an exhibit titled
presenting
"Paintings/ Props/ Intermediaries," of WilheLm's interest in
com- anthropological collection, an
which is on display in the Mary Ed groupings of his paintings as
rife with appendix or almanac of scrambled
Mecoy Hall Gallery, located on the pendiums of visual puns
d samplings of American life and
re-purpose
and
meanings
double
sixth floor of the Doyle Fine Arts
accidenthe
for
searching
contexts
exhibit
mass media.
The
campus.
Building on
or the forAdmission to the gallery is free
runs from Sept. 16 through Oct. 14. tal rhyme, the lost thread
can
Wilhelm earned his MYA. from gotten punch line. All the weeks
open to the public. Gallery
and
together
the Rhode Island School of Design stand alone, but viewed
are Monday through Friday,8
hours
one
in 2012. His wort has appeared in they work with and against
intersecting a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
numerous solo and group exhibi- another to produce new
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I Name__
St. AddreI City
Midnight Eagle Top by Starr Mountain Quitters, Quilted by Jo C. Bell

To Honor and Comfort:

awl&

State
I Daytime I
Mai

Crahr

On Exhibit Through November 11th,2015
rgNalor
The National Quilt Museum • Paducah,KY • QuihMuseum_o
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CLASSIFIEDS
"s.

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Call

I 11,
-.1•1
I
$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within o Day Period.)
$335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Nicki Peach
Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Sa% er

for all your
classified needs

mastert:arci
,

N. Fourth
10 a.m. to 4
M Friday and
Saturday. The
bition gallery,
studios. The
ncil, the state
s the Murray
i0O

e dollars and

the National
krts. For more
G events and
ww.murrayart-

PRACTICAL Dental
Assistant Training
Registration is now
open! First class is
Sept 12th.This training
course is held on
Saturdays for 11 weeks
allowing you to keep
your present job while
you gain skillsfor a
rewarding career in the
dental field.Information
on the class, financing
options and registration
forms available online
a
ewe smilepaducah.com
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this information do so at their own
risk. Although persons
and companies mentioned
herein
are
believed to be reputable.
The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.
060
Help Wattled
LAWN tech needed
Call 270-978-7157
LOOKING fot
:rperienced team ra*mbers
for a lawn an4 landscaping business. Call
270-247-5320. Wesley
Gibbs for more information.
TECHNOLOGY
Company seeking fulltime
bookkeeper
responsible for maintaining records of financial transactions; posting
transactions.
Experience in Accounts
receivable/payable and
data entry. Salary
based on experience.
Send
resume
to
jobs@taplogic.com.

Administrative Assistant
Looking for individual to work closely with a
Financial Representative of a financial firm in
Murray
Responsibilities include servicing clients.
office organization, and clencal duties
Job requirements include Proven competency
in grammar, spelling, and proofreading, excellent
written and verbal skills, and Microsoft Word/Excel
experience Professionalism important
Competitive financial package
Send resume to PO Box 1040 K
Murray, KY 42071

NM Wailed

for all your
Circulation needs

IfifiCarTv
WK&T, an industry leader in broadband, television,
voice, business solutions, and security services is
searching for a professional accountant to fill the fulltime position of

Staff Accountant
Individuals will be responsible to support all aspects
of general ledger accounting including analysis and
reconciliations of both balance sheet and income
statement accounts, accounts payable processing,
purchase order processing, and reviewing
transactions for completeness and conformity with
established accounting procedures.
Successful candidates must be able to manage
multiple projects, orgarVe work assignments and
communicate well with various business contacts
Bachelor's degree in Accounting or minimum three
years professional accounting experience.
CPA license preferred.
WK&T offers a competitive salary including an
excellent benefit package. Interested applicants must
complete an application on our website
www.wktelecom.coop/jobs and attach resume
by September 18, 201.5
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.
WK&T is an equal opportunity provider and employer

'
MUR
RAY
STATE UNIVERSIT

'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

Y

Full-time Job vacancies at Murray Campus
Equipment Operator $7.67/hr
Sanitation Equipment Assistant $7.54/hr

150
Articles
For Salo
2 used 9x7 tan metal
garage doors with new
tracks. 585. 270-7531628
150
Articles
For Sala

Apply online & view addrlional details at
rettlilLirlaYllatelOin=
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity. WF/D. AA employer.

RIC
Online or In Print ' ELECT
RECLINER, heat and
massage.
Excellent
heck the Mu 9
condition. Under war'Ledger & Ti es V.oar
- all renty. 270-978-1591.
HARD wood slabs for
9our u ates!
sale.
8-9ft
long.

Home Delivery

Way*

Local Mail
,CafImo

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

6 mo.---.$55.00 3 mo...----$30.00
1 yr.-4105.00 6
1
Rest of KY/TN
(Poryeara iinctsanaa)
3

6
1 yr.--......$120.00

605 E

AU Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
.$75.00
6 mo.
I yr -4145.00

Money Order

Visa

Moyers Lawn
Care
Free Estimaes'
Mow- Trim- Edge
Spot Spray
Chemicals
270-970-9353

HIT
Lawn Service
Free Estimates
270-293-5949

$10/bundle
loaded.
Minimum 12 bundles.
270-853-994215

E.R
&INES

hVC

Name
St. Address
I City
Zip_

I Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:

- 1
1
1
1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 420/1
Or call (270) 753-1916

1241S;

(270) 753-1713

1

1

For online subscriptions go to:
murrayledger.com
a

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40
Take home today!
180
Lawn & Garden

LANDSCAPE
MULCH

1---

PROFESSIONAL OTR
truck drivers
Must
have one year OTR
experience, be at least
23 years old, and have
a clean MVR. Steady
year round work. Home
most
weekends.
Drivers are paid on all
dispatched
miles,
loaded
or
empty.
Contact Shawn at Elite
Trucking Services from
8-5.(270)382-3940.

Want to Ekiy

I State

Murray Ledger & Times
Circulation Manager

060

140

I check

4
4
4
4

Kellie Klessig

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-191
6, email classified@murrayledger.com or stop by APR
vim
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday
-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927
060
Kelp Wiriesi

Photo provided
and Pages."

Call

••OWNER
FINANCED"•
Doublewide
Mobile
Home with 1acre Land,
Updated New Paint,
Dish Washer, 3Bed,
2Bath Garden Tub,
Deck
&
Block
Foundation
$2500
Down $595 Mthly 110
Sundance Almo, KY.
Call Kathy 270-7532222.
280
Mobile Memos For Rent
MOBILE home for rent
Nice, 2BR. No pets!
270-753-9866
320
Amrlowints For Riot
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
2BR
'IBA
duplex.
$550/month
and
depusit 270-293-8885.
No smoking, No pets
References required

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTO4

2BR upstairs apartment with stove, fridge,
dishwasher,
W/D
hookup.
No
pets.
Deposit and reference
required.
270-7538463

BUY/NG, BUYING, BUYING

113

Iv

2BR, IBA duplex. 270753-0259

Eyecare Specialties

Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
Murray
•EyegXesses
*Contacts
759-2500
•Eye Disease
MilfrayerlICWILCOrT1

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray 1
Residential & Commercial

DUPLEX for rent,
28R all applancss
Included. Please call
270- 767-9948
Or
270-293-9474

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drhe
TOE) 1-800-545-1103 sit 283
7lut illS1111,/“. LS JR eV:6
,npoounal promier
and innpioven

you for your business,

SWO
RLD
&shwa Advisor,

Boma,sain.hrittjoiej.m„seys& Acquisitions
Dean E Cherry. Managing Director-270-978-9946

AD CAN BE
HERE
CALL NICKI
')70-753
-1916
-

i
•
1

YOUR

L..

._J

Call NICKI PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-4928211
Nice, Large, Duplex.
26R, 1.5BA, large utility, with W/D, garage,
$725/mo. $725/dep.
Lynn Grove 270-2274,0743
pa. ...NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

111P0',1
640 S. 4th St 6
Sunbury Cit.
Multiple sizes, lighting
In every unit, security
lighting, newly
remodeled.
270-761-7557

Houses For Rent
28R IBA house on
South
8th
st.
Appliances ,car port.
$675 a month. 270759-5885 or 270-2937085
38R furnished lake
home No pets
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
NICE 38R, IBA home,
1 mile 641 South, $695
rent, $695 deposit, 1
year lease. No pets. No
text please. 270-2276431 or 270-293-6156
THREE bedroom brick
home with attached
carport located in city
school district with
fenced backyard plus
extra detached garage.
No pets. Washer and
dryer and extra freezer
included. $1,000 per
month plus deposit
(270) 293-6999.
Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carport.
No
pets.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

s V
remo
executive home in
Canterbury. Cfpen floor
plan, hard wood and
tiled floors. Granite
counter tops. Double
patio. Large back yard.
Garage. 3BR, 2BA.
$1600/month.
270753-9404.
C

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12TH AT 10:00 A.M.
LOCATION: 420 Theda Lane, Mayfield, KY.
Just on St. Rt. 464 -Backusburg RV and St. Rt. 1124
-Galloway School Rd. in the Farmington Community.
SUPER MINI FARM OPPORTUNITY - JUST MINUTES FROM
MAYFIELD, MURRAY & THE LAKEN
Selling 374- Acres of Rolling Farm Land w/Some Wooded Areas,
House Shop, Equipment Shed. Pond & Horse bam. Real Estate to
be offered in Tracts & Combinations. NO BUYER'S PREMIUM!!
TRACT 1 - 194- Acres, mostly open w/nice pond
TRACT 2 - Selling a very pnvate home w/master suite & 1 bedroom
apartment over 2 car garage. new central units, screened in porch,
upstairs deck, situated on nice wooded lot. 40'x60' Morton workshop
w/electric, concrete floor & bathroom. All situated on 9.73 +/- Acres
w/well.
TRACT 3 - 9.10 Acres w/Equipment Shed
Terms: 20% down day of sale w/balance due within 30 days upon
delivery of deed. 2015 Property
Taxes prorated at closing.
Visit www.bunchbrosauctionrealty.com or www.auctIonzip.com,
Auctioneer ID4 10111 to view more
pictures & plat.

merits' Prop. For Rant

37,000 square too
commericial building
for rent. $1,600 a
month. South 4th st.
Murray, KY 270-7594979 or 270-293-0251

[Eli

Commerical Prop. For Rent
Retail or Office
Space
109-B N. 3rd Street
1,100 SQ. FT
(Formeny The Red
Bug-reta,i shoo)
270-753-8964

Pets Supplies
DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Hours:
Mon, - Fri
8:00-400
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

l&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Ira0121 S. a Glissade.
& 1k15's
(270) 436-2524

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

g"6•04-.

g`ofS.

Call Nicki to
Place your
AUCTION AD
TODAY!
270-753-1916

MUNCHKIN:
Domestic Short Hair Mix
Four Months • Female
SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270)759-4141

CLASSIFIEDS / YARDSALE

S • Thursday, September 10, 2015

410

rwtmcsisi riRamtsio

Public Sis

AUCTION
Saturday, September 12 at 10:00 AM

2533 Old Lynn Grove Road Murray, KY
REAL ESTATE SELLS at 12:00
From Murray :Take 94 west to Butterworth Road then turn
left on Jones Sparkman continue on to sale on the right

seso
EA

!EEIJr

MINI
STORAGE
Aim I
Size

By Dave Green
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Difficulty Level ***
530

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM
Antique pump organ, antique tools, LOTS of costume jewelry, GE
washer, dryer, refrigerator and stove. 4 cast iron kettles, black
powder rifle, Elvis L.P's and others, Chevy rally truck wheels,
Yamaha 4 wheeler, glass oil jars with spouts, Lots of tire related
memorabilia and tooling and displays -as owners operated Carroll
Wheel and Tire for many years, sewing machines, entertainment
center, antique chairs, lots of toys games and books, cigar boxes,
tobacco memorabilia, Stamps, coins, automotive collectibles,
Michelin marketing materials, signs, banners, clocks, antique tools,
jewelry, antique glass battery, brass fire extinguisher, quilting and
sewing materials, antique sled, lots of fabric, antique ladies hats
and hat boxes lots of other misc, antiques and collectibles.

4 5 9 7 62 1 8_3
2 1 8 3 4 9 5 67
6 7 3,8 5 1_4,2,9
7 8,5 41 8 3 92
9 4 2 5 3 8 67 1
'3 6 1 9 2,7,8 54
8 2 6 1 74 9 3"5
5 9 4 2 8'3 71 6
1 3 7 695 2“

,7

1

6

24/7 Sunnsiffia!es•Electricity
Now Have BO(mate Control Untie

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
ings, 2 Households of personal property including:

on a 9x9 gna *In
Suclohu is a nurnmippiadng punk)bawl
to place the nurrttere 1 *
several pen numbers. The object isrow,
column and oath
own
ire each
,the empty scpuss so
9.
rums( only axe The difficulty ley,
3)0 box contains ma envmuseum
from Monday to Sunday,
Si.c Concept* SuCtoku

SUDOKU

3

3 bedroom 11/2 bath home with 3 large outbuild-

Murray Ledger at Times

(270) 759-0890

61.0SSKOCICIS
hassesearing
• Landscape design & maintenance
• Lawn care(mow,trim and leaf removal)
• Cleanup & outdoor projects

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
4. TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, Si Mulch •
(270)293-8686

•Trimming
•Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
-Insured
(270) 489-2839

imacucemd

CLEA

LAWN SE
Hill Appliance LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
Repair
LEAF
REMOVAL
Serving
West Kentucky

Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Set-rice on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

FREE ESTIMATES
CALL KEVIN

(2,
70)

29'3'-40'20

270-293-3406

TUCKER

GARLANt
RENTAL

705 E South 12th Street Murray, KY 42071
Chris Tucker Broker/Auctioneer Phone -270-293-4406
www.tuckersells.com

chris®tuckersells.com

-E,
'" :'!: ;_.:72.7i71 ,- -ql!iIITT-i-7.7--Viici.I2.14-* a,1.-_—r,,
(AbAsscoit..x.rir il.w.Pciricbri)
Saturday, September 12th, 10:00 A.M.
383 St Rt 301 "Clear Spring Rd, Mayfield, KY
From Mayfield At The Jct Of Hwy 5811218y Pass. Take Hwy 58 East 5 I3 es l'o Hwy 301 'Clear
Springs Rd" Turn Lek Proceed North 3/10 Mile
Just Minutes From Mayfield - Benton - Murray - Paducah

45-1113 Acres In 3 Tracts
Two Homes - Farmland - Woods
-v

"If you've gat It, we eats store if
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

Piniim-tivalroating
Striping,
ras el- Dirt -Sand
itirs.‘ I 14

270-293-4256
..

.

Tract 1 - 13.23 Acres, Wonderful Home In A Pleasant Setting
Three Bedrooms - Two And 1/2 Baths - Spacious Open Floor Plan
Three Levels - Very Nice!Ready To Move In Condition!!
Tract 2 - .65 Acre, 3 Bedroom Brick Home, Currently With A Tenant
Tract 3 - 31.60 Acres, Farmland - Woods - Timber - Barn
BUY A TRACT OR ALL THREE! Homes Shown By Appointment!
{,juarrierstircasIti_rmorirra For Video Tour!).
Purchase Terms: 10% Down, Balance In 30 Days - No Buyer's Premium!
For Your Private Viewing Of The Homes
Call Cindy Cash At Cash Auction 270.623.8466
Or Barger Realty Co. Mr. Bob Sparks 270.247.2421

IMII 1U....S. IFIC - 4IC AnilkS.IFII
77iE AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
500

r

igq.ake Property

2.6 Acres Lake Front
on Cyrpress Creek.
48R, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
&
Driveways
All
Paved.
Walkways
270-2935439,900
4602
460
Homes For Sale
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
RIverfleld Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
3 BR, 2 Full Bath,
Bhck, 1580 sq ft,
Living Area, 1 Owner,
Good Neighborhood,
City Schools
270-293-8439
480
Auto Pitts

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
lomtorsalos corn

830
Setvices Offered

Used Trucks

97 Dodge Ram 1500
CARE
extended cab truck,
dependable • PROPERTIES, LLC
good
MCYWING SERVICE
truck, has been mainBRUSH CLEAN-UP
tained 1,900. or Best
TRACTOR WORK
, hog driveway grade-Bust
or
270-922-8956
Offer
•
270-978-4135
270-881-7042.
L kentneharte rail cor:
530
Services Offered
Hill Electric

I-COMPLETE
I

KENTuCkyLALEi
REMOOELING.COS1
A//Aspects of
Remodel/n;
•Hoine Improvements
*Bain f Kitchen
Drywall, Painting,
The, Flooring. Decks
*Insured •Sr Discount
'Free Estimates
Wethher 01Anges List

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric corn
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

270-436-5959

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

MITCHELL
BROS.
PA V/NG

Well Drilling
We//Pump Service
Reside/Vie/ a
Agriculture/

•Asj • 111-4,1
coating & stripe
4..censed4nsured

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

40 yrs expenencr,
(270)759-0501

USED TIRES

•Handyrnan Services
*Yard Work

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

-Pressure Washing
4lome Repairs

Call 753-5606

Gary 270-227-0420

BUSH Hogging
Free Estimates
Call or Text
214-766-7989
SMALL home repairs,
washing,
pressure
carpentry,
roofing,
painting and general
labor. No job too small.
270-22 7-9484

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

AMERICAN FILIPINO
Housewife cleaning in
your home or commencial building available
4/days week. 25yrs
Experience at moping,
vaccuming, cleaning
windows. With references. Plus exterior
cleaning if needed.
Lisa 270-970-8762

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
small.Handyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

Over 28 Years
Experience

FRAME'S

Zach 270-873-7700
Davozi 270-227-1106
Al_Stivskthienk7AV
S.J.I property maintenance. Light handy
man work, indoor or
outdoor. Will do landscaping. Will never turn
down a job no matter
how big or small! Plus
we clean gutters and
pressure wash homes
and driveways. We are
licensed and insured.
270-705-8427

Be Safe, Call

TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL
•Lr ensed & Insured
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Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323
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‘i 'S WASTI.
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & special pickups
•locally owned/operated HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Sept. 11,
759-1151- 293-2783 2015:
This year Jupiter, the planet of luck, will be
293-2784
in your sign. You can have what you want,
but be sure that you want it. What frequentBefore Dig,ieg ly happens with this transition is that once a
goal is achieved, the person who wanted it
Murray Natural Gas
discovers that it no longer appeals to him or
wants to remind you to
be careful when you
her! It is important to review your wish list.
begin your planting and
If you are single, what would you like to
yard cleaning.
have happen? Keep that thought in mind as
Call Kentucky 811 at 811
you meet many wannabe sweeties. if you are
to have all utility lines
marked m the area in which attached, you love the extra attention you get
you will be digging.
from your significant other.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
For more information,
call Murray Natural Gas Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; 3-Average; 2at 270-762-0336.
So-so; 1-Difficult

WQOD

LOO

Toda

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

TRAVIS
AS

Nturray

ARIES (March 21-April 19)*** You could
be surprised by the difference one day can
make. Whatever you are doing, you'll do it
100 percent. Opportunities will stem from this
type of diligence in the near future.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)***** Seek
out a loved one. Some of you might be eyeing a new friendship that has the potential to
become more. Others will express enthusiasm when you contact them.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) **** Spend
some time at home. You might consider taking off today and making it a long weekend.
Others will reach out to you to see what you
are up to.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) **** You
could be in a position where you need to give
directions and organize others. You might be
overwhelmed by everything you have to do.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)***** You tend to
have a moderate amount of self-control, but
when you go overboard, you do it with great
finesse.

by Jacqueline Bigar
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) ***** You
have emerged from a period where you have
been away from the daily grind. You will be
enthusiastic, no matter what happens or
which way you turn.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)**** You might
want to handle a personal matter differently
from how you have in the recent past. At this
point, your mind is working overtime in order
to see and evaluate the various approaches
you can take.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)****
Wherever you go, people are drawn to you.
You might wonder what is going on. Don't.
Simply enjoy yourself and the present
moment.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) ****
Pressure builds around your professional
life. You might not be happy about everything
you have to do. You'll wonder when your time
will come to go out and be fancy-free.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)***** A
call might bring with it an unexpected joumey
or some form of good news. You could
decide not to share your news, but understand that your face will give you away.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)***** You
often wonder what is going on inside a loved
one's mind. What you find out might not satisfy your curiosity. Instead of asking questions, give this person space to reveal himor herself.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) **** The
socialite within you will be delighted, as a lot
of people seem to be seeking you out. You
could get so busy that you can't make time
for an important person in your life.
BORN TODAY
Journalist Maria Bartiromo (1967), football
player Bear Bryant (1913), rapper Ludacris
(1977)
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the Internet at
www.jacquellnebigar.com.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
American Legion Post #73 of
Murray recently honored two men
at the monthly meeting of the post.
Doe Adcock. commander of Post
#73 recognized Robert Sparks for
i note than 37 years of service to the
kmerican Legion and Charles
Miller for 35 years of membership.
Pictured is Murray Mayor Torn
Rushing and Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins as
they „sign a proclamation noting
Saturday as ALS Awareness Day.
The day's activities include the 5K
Run/Walk to De'Feet ALS at the
RSEC. Pictured also are Mary
McCormack. Lee Ann Taylor, ALS
tilunteer: Jenny Allen. director of
doelopment for the Kentucky
Chapter of the ALS Association;
Jim Strader with the Kentucky
hapter; and Chris McCormack.
Callov.ay County senior Evan
McDaniel is shown mos ing the ball
away from a Mayfield defender.
Hie Lakers shut out their second
distnct foes by a 5-0 score.
Pictured is Murray High's Alex
Wellinghurst as he follows through
a swing during golf action at
\rrowhead Golf Course.
Twenty years ago
Katie Wagoner, 9, daughter of
Billie and Debbie Wagoner of
Murray. submitted the winning thin design for the 1995 Murray
Music Teachers Association Music
;Hid Imagination Music Camp. All
students participating will receive a
shirt designed by Katie. She is a
piano student of Joyce Herndon.
Murray State University football
players are pictured singing the
school fight song to Racer fans after
defeating Southern Illinois 35-3.
More than 50 bikers took pan in
the fourth annual Kentucky
Independent Bikers Association
Blood Run. The bikers donated
more than 50 pints of blood and
raised money for the pediatric care
unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Kelly Margaret Krouse, daughter
:4 Larry and Judy Krouse of
Murray, has been named to the

Chancellor's Honor Roll for the
spring semester at the
University of
The Honors English
IV/A.P.
classes. under the direction of
Lynda Coleman at Calloway
C'ounty High School, are now in
the
process of editing the 19% edition
of "Recollections".
Thirty years ago
Bids were let today for Murray's
new Kentucky
National Guard
Armory to be constructed on KY
121 West
James H. Daniels Jr.,son of James
H. and Dorothy A. Daniels of
Murray and Mia Beth Woodall,
daughter of Robert Dale and Patsy
Woodall of Almo, both seniors at
Calloway County High School and
Luke Harrington, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Tracy Harrington, a senior at
Murray High School, were named
today as semifinalists in the 31st
annual Merit Scholarship Program.
Murray High School outscored
the host St. Mary's 3-1 for the teams
first soccer victory of the season.
Pictured in action are Bill Maddox
and Luke Harrington.
Forty years ago
Sgt. Billy J. Steele, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John M. Steele of Murray. is
serving with the Air Force at
Kincheloe Air Force Base.
Michigan.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Simmons on
Sept. 5. and a boy to Dr. and Mrs.
Bailey Binford on Sept. 7.
Fifty years ago
James W. Buchanan who has been
employed by the city of Murray for
40 years. with most of his time
spent with the Murray Water and
Sewer Systems, was honored by the
city with a resolution naming the
new million gallon water reservoir
and treatment plant The John W.
Buchanan Water Treatment Plant.
Sixty years ago
Recent births repotted at the
Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Wyatt; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Jarrett and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest McCuiston.

Daughters unite in resisting Fun in the sun when young can
mom's domineering demands have unforeseen consequences
DEAR ABBY: At what point
docs a parent no longer have the
nght to know who their child's
fnends are?
I have three grown daughters,
all on their own, living on the
other side of the country. During
a recent visit home for their grandmother's birthday. I asked each
of them to
give me all of
their friends'
phone numbers, in case
I
couldn't
reach them. I
also wanted
to know who
were
they
exactly, how
well
they
knew them,
etc. I was
By Abigail
simply thinkVan Buren
ing of their
safety. If I can't reach my girls,
I want to know who might have
seen them last and, if need be,
give that information to the police.
Abby, all three of them told
me NO! They said they are grown
women and can take care of themselves, and besides, if, God forbid, they didn't want to answer
their phone when I called, I sure
as h--- didn't need to be pestering their fnends.
They say they are adults, and
that we (their dad and I) no longer
have the right to "dictate" who
they are friends with. I say I'm
their mother and no matter how
old they get, I will ALWAYS have
the right to know who they are
friends with. I would appreciate
your thoughts. -- RENEE IN OREGON
DEAR RENEE: I agree that
you are their mother, but you are
not your daughters' parole officer. They are self-supporting, selfsufficient adults. Perhaps if you
were less overbearing, your daughters would be living closer, would
answer their phones more often
when you call and would open
up to you about their friendships.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: My wife and
I had dinner with some other couples at an elegant, white linen tablecloth restaurant. After the meals
were brought to the table, someone said, We need to pray" In
this quiet,candlelit setting, a "Bless
us, oh Lord.. was spoken aloud
by most of the people in our
party, causing heads to turn at a
number of nearby tables. Undoubtedly, the din sounded like chanting. I was embarrassed.
Please understand, we are religious and we pray aloud in church,
but not in restaurants. I have seen
people bow their heads and pray
privately, which seems more appropriate. Is there a rule of etiquette
about praying in a restaurant? -SILENTLY
PRAYING
FOR
ADVICE
DEAR SILENTLY PRAYING: Yes, there is. In restaurants,
praying should be done quietly
and inconspicuously to avoid distracting other diners.
000GO

DEAR ABBY: I love my
friends and enjoy going out to
dinner, and attending plays and
movies with them. However,something really annoys me. My husband and I are usually early, and
when we go to the movies, our
friends ask us to pick up the tickets if we arnve first. After the
movie we'll grab a bite to eat
and at the end of the evening
say goodbye.
The question is, how do we
ask them for the money we laid
out for the tickets if they forget
to offer it? This has happened
three times with different friends
and we're out the money. -ANNOYED IN TEANECK
DEAR ANNOYED: There are
a couple of ways to do it: As
you hand the tickets over, you
might say, "That'll be $20, please."
But if that's uncomfortable for
you, the following day, you or
your husband should call these
"forgetful" friends and ask them
to send you a check.
.0000

I.

DEAR DOCTOR K: Does
spending time in the sun pose a
threat to our eyes? What can we
do to protect ourselves?
DEAR READER: Yes, it does
And to a large extent, the damage may already be done. I spoke
to Dr_ Louis Pasquale, an ophthalmologist at Harvard-affiliated
Massachusetts Eye and Ear Inf,ymazy.
He
noted
that
spending a lot
of time in the
sun without
sunglasses
when you're
Young may
put you at nsk
for developing eye probwhen
lems
you're older
By
The damage
Dr. Anthony
would probaKomaroff
bly be done
in your 20s and 30s.
We don't know exactly how
the sun's ultraviolet rays cause
eye damage. And we also don't
know for certain whether sunlight
directly causes certain common
eye conditions like cataracts, glaucoma and age-related macular
degeneration (AMD).
But there's good evidence that
sun exposure can cause an eye
condition that often leads to other
problems. This condition is called
"exfoliation syndrome."
Exfoliation syndrome leaves
tiny, dandruff-like flakes in the
eye. A buildup of these flakes
clogs the eye's natural drains, which
can lead to other problems. Worldwide, it is the most common identifiable cause of two kinds of
glaucoma. It is also linked to
cataracts and possibly to AMD.
There are no symptoms of
exfoliation syndrome until you start
to lose your sight from other eye
problems. There's no cure -- but
there are treatments for the other
conditions that may result.
The best way to stop exfolia-

Dr. Komaroff

Lion syndrome, glaucoma. AMD
and cataracts from robbing you
of your vision is to discover these
conditions before they progress
You can do that with a comprehensive eye exam, done by an
ophthalmologist. The Amencan
Academy of Ophthalmology recommends comprehensive eye
exams:
-- every two to four years for
people ages 40 to 55;
-- every one to three years for
people ages 55 to 65;
-- every one to two years for
people ages 65 and older.
People with risk factors for
eye problems -- those with diabetes, for example -- may need
more frequent eye exams.
Finally, it's never too late to
protect your eyes from further sun
damage. You can do that with the
right pair of sunglasses. Foremost
is to make sure the sunglasses
protect against ultraviolet rays, both
UVA and UVB. You'll want 95
to 100 percent blockage. You may
also consider buying polarized
lenses, which reduce the glare
from water, sand and snow.
Having been raised in "sunny"
Southern California, I spent a
great deal of time in the sun during the first 20 years of my life.
I didn't wear sunglasses for most
of those years. In my 60s I developed cataracts in both eyes, one
of which was bad enough to
require surgery. I also developed
damage to the retina of one eye,
which my ophthalmologist calls
"accelerated aging.•
My ophthalmologist tells me
he can't be sure if these conditions were influenced by my failure to protect my eyes from the
sun when I was young. If he can't
be sure, neither can I. But I'll
bet they were.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com. or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor. Boston. MA 02115.)
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Today In History

4y Woo Cr

Thursday,September III, 2013•

Hints From Noloiso

By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Sept. 10,
the 253rd day of 2015. There are
112 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 10, 1955. the Western series "Gunsmoke," starring
James Arness as Marshal Matt
Diilon, began a 20-season run on
As Television.
On this date:
In 1608, John Smith was elected president of the Jamestown
colony council in Virginia.
In 1813, an American naval
force commanded by Oliser H.

Perry defeated the British in the
Battle of Lake Erie during the
War of 1812.(Afterward. Perry sent
out the message. "We have met
the enemy and they are ours.")
In 1846, Elias Howe received
a patent for his sewing machine.
In 1919, New York City welcomed home Ci*n. John A. Pershing and 25,000 soldiers who'd
setted in the UTS. First Division
during World War I.
In 1935, Sen. Huey P. Long
died in Baton Rouge, two days
after being shot in the Louisiana
state Capitol, allegedly by Dr. Carl

Weiss.
In 1939, Canada declared war
on Germany.
In 1945, Vidkun Quisling was
sentenced to death in Norway for
collaborating with the Nazis (he
was executed by firing squad in
October 1945).
In 1963, 20 black students
entered Alabama public schools following a standoff between federal authorities and Gov.-George C.
Wallace.
In 1974, the West African country of Guinea-Bissau became fully
independent of Portugal.

fabrics, even bath towels. How crazy is that? Don't
A CUNICAL ASSESSMENT
Dear Readers: Surely some- use chlorine bleach on white towels?
Mix up a solution of equal parts hydrogen perone in your family has had a
minor medical situation, such oxide (3 percent), baking soda and water. Put the
as cold symptoms, sore throat. clothes in the washer, turn the water on until it
a minor cut or pinkeye. but your fills the tub, then pour in the magic formula. Let
family doctor is booked. Think sit for five to six hours, then wash as usual. Stains
about the MEDICAL CLINICS happen. no matter what. I've amassed my most
that are appearing in grocery helpful stain-removal hints and formulas into a
stores, drugstores and big-box handy pamphlet. Please send a long. self-addressed.
stores, and as stand-alone busi- stamped (70 cents) envelope, along with .$5, to:
Heloise/Stain Guide, P.O. Box 795001, San Antonesses in many strip centers.
If there is one in your neighborhood, stop in nio, 7X 78279-5(701. Visit www.Heloise.com to order
and take a look around. The plus side is extended online. Last hint? The the garment or sheet! —
hours, they accept most insurance, and you usual- Heloise
ly don't need an appointment. — Good health, DUSTY CLOSET
Hello, Heloise: I am at my wits' end! My clothes
Heloise
in my closet are dusty. I hate, hate, hate dust, plus
PET PEEVE
Dear Heloise: This is my pet peeve: When I I am allergic to dust, and it causes havoc with my
MOM,
6111E ME OW WOO 9E060.40-1Y I -100 COVLD
I MADE T4471
1 M1/4JOtt.) V00
)
...
approach a stop sign after a man at an opposite asthma! I don't have a clue! — Lorilynn. via email
I REALLY
RetsDNI
A t\liN6 AtgoLD IJE£10C Ci7/ZILE, FINAW41-1AuE T44/416 •10U1
ExPEWAVE MC4341,6 En‘ACE.
I hear you! Dust is a pain that unfortunately
loLO ME
I Atd 1NSTA6gAM
liJAMT
corner, and he signals me to go through the interrctAARTF1400E.
Fou..owEg.
section. Please, follow the rules of the road, and will not go way.
The only way to prevent dust in the closet is to
don't worry about me. I can handle myself! —
be sure there is no AC vent inside the closet. If
Janet, via email
S.
Wow! Those are awfully strong words. If some- s‘, close it.
Keep the doors closed, and hang garments up
one
is being courteous, what is the harm? The
fipp,
other driver (would you have the same reaction if to "air out" before putting them back in the closthe driver was female?) probably is just being nice. et. No fresh air, either — it carries dust with it.
The classic Catch-22! — Heloise
Readers, what say you? — Heloise
TIDY WHITES
•
.410
.
1
a
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to
`We alool!
Dear Heloise: Would you kindly share your
"recipe" for whitening clothes? Thank you. — Ralf Heloise, P.O. Box 795000, San Antonio, TX 78279L.CI NI CII IF...(ff)
5000 or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or
in Stuart, Ha.
ACTUALLY,
GENERALLY DON'T
EsUmSTEAD, DON'T YOU HAVE)
Keeping whites white can be a challenge, and email it to Heloiseat)Heloise.com. I can't aniwer
\__SITART TWEETING UNTIL
k, ANYTHING TO 00 BESIDES ---'
your letter personally but will use the best hints
it's much different today than it was years ago.
AFTER MY SREAK
STARE OUT 'T-N,„
Most automatically think "bleach" to whiten, received in my column.
' THE WIN0019?!) •,1
(02015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
but stop! Chlorine bleach breaks down fluorescent
[
brighteners that manufacturers use in a lot of white

by
Heloise
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Rigging support
"Aladdin" villain
Cocoa alternative
Full of verve
Battery part
Sandy hills
"— Miserables"
Tin or titanium
Chooses
Candle count
"M"A"SH' star
Wine choice
Fill completely
Night fliers
Capitol Bldg. figure
Rotisserie part
Yoga need
Football team
Raise
"— had it!"
L_ike some jackets
Consumerist Ralph
Muscularly fit
Correct, as text
Loses it
Cook's needs

DOWN
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
17

)67), football
per Ludacns
Internet at

Mai

FIRST UP,'TIGER, FROM
BLOATED TICK, TENNESSEE,
AND SNOWBALL, FROM
BUNNY LUNG, OREGON!
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Deli counter sight
Seminar group
Stood
Piston connector
Green stone
Homecoming guest
Connoisseur's concern
Gets satisfaction for
Took a breather
Entomology topic
Acid
Purr producer
Ctlisholm Trail end
Mdrine mammal
Reception aid
Had lunch
Does refinery work
Sulky state

Musical mini-movie
Happening
Uncool group
Julia Louis-Dreyfus show
Throws in
Band blaster
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steel beams
MOVING ON UP: From a vantage point provided by a hydraulic lift, a worker checks one of the vertical
the internear
dealership
Eagle
Jeep
Dodge
Chrysler
Taylor
David
new
the
of
site
Wednesday afternoon at the construction
posiupward
in
section of North Fourth Street and U.S. 641 North in Murray. The steel frames began appearing in recent days
tions, signaling that progress on the project is moving forward.

Baltimore readies for 2nd hearing in Freddie Gray case
BALTIMORE (AP) — Police
demonstrators
for
prepared
Thursday at the second pretrial hearing in the case against six officers
charged in the death of Freddie
Gray, as local officials insisted the
million-dollar settlement with
Gray's family would not affect the
criminal proceedings.
Baltimore Circuit Court Judge
Barry Williams will likely decide
whether the officers, who have been
granted separate trials, will be tried
in Baltimore or another jurisdiction.
Attorneys for the officers have said
days of protests and riots, a citywide curfew and other pretrial publicity likely would taint a jury pool
made up of Baltimore residents.

which intended to file a federal suit
before the agreement was reached.
Gray died on April 19, a week
after the 25-year-old black man suffered a critical spinal injury in police
custody. His death prompted
protests and rioting that shook the
city and caused millions of dollars in
damage,and has since come to symbolize the broken relationship
between the police arid the public in
Baltimore, and the treatment of
black men by police in America.
The settlement appeared to be
among the largest in recent police
The officers were indicted in May death cases.
City Solicitor George Nilson said
and face charges ranging from second-degree assault to second-degree officials considered other settlemurder. The second hearing in their ments during the more than threecase comesjust a day after the Board month negotiation, including a $5.9
of Estimates approved a $6.4 million million settlement between New
settlement for the Gray family, York City and the family of Eric

Police will have a "soft presence"
outside the courthouse Thursday —
no shields, helmets or not gear—
but all officers are on-call and ready
to respond to any unrest,
Commissioner Kevin Davis said.
"Officers won't be donned in riot
gear," Davis said. 'That is something we absolutely won't roll out
because we don't want to be
provocative or draw a line in the
sand. But in the event that a peaceful
protest goes south, we'll be prepared
to appropriately respond to it."

Gamer,an unarmed black man who
died after being put in a white police
officei's chokehold.
Deputy City Solicitor David
Ralph said the settlement safeguards
the city against a federal judgment
that could have greatly exceeded the
$6.4 million, pointing to a 1997
police misconduct case in which a
jury awarded the victim $39 million.
In 2005, a jury awarded a man who
was paralyzed in a police van $7.4
million. Gray's injury occurred in a
police van, prosecutors have said.
Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake
and Billy Murphy, the Gray family
attorney, said the settlement would
not impact the change of venue
hearing or any other criminal proceedings for the officers.
"The settlement expressly says
this settlement that this does not
have any bearing on whether the
officers are guilty or innocent,"
Murphy said.
But experts say the city settling for
such a large sum before a lawsuit
had officially been filed could
potentially poison the jury pool. III

MOREHEAD, Ky.(AP) — Kim
Tabor hates to answer the phone
these days, because so often the
caller starts screaming.
Tabor works for the Rowan
County Circuit Court Clerk, which
keeps track of criminal and civil filings in a town that prides itself on
peace and quiet. Marriages are handled across the street, where Rowan
County Clerk Kim Davis has ignited the passions of religious conservatives around the world by refusing to authorize weddings for anyone since the Supreme Court legalized gay marriage nationwide.
Tabor said people have called
from all over, confusing the two
offices. They ask for Kim,and when
she answers, they don't wait for her
explanation before they start
screaming.
In this eastern Kentucky town,
now center stage in a national conflict, angry words and gestures have
too often replaced quiet conversation - or, more often, silence - on a
subject deeply personal to both
sides. But many who will remain
after the television trucks go away
hope things will get better.
Most know there's more to their
town's story than the high-decibel
discussion that's been playing out
lately.
winners.
no
"There are
Everybody's been hurt," said Lois
Hawkins, a Morehead native who
works as the executive secretary to
the county's top elected official. "It's
going to be different. It can't go back
the way it was."
Until two months ago,the people
in this small town in the
Appalachian mountains of eastern
Kentucky' had an unspoken agreement to tiptoe around each others
sexual identities and religious
beliefs.
But that uneasy truce was shattered after Davis, an Apostolic
Christian, cited God's authority to
defy a federal judge's order that she
issue marriage licenses to same-sex
couples. A judge threw her in jail
last week, drawing a swarm of protesters and satellite trucks to the
courthouse lawn and forcing towns-

people to bring their deeply held
beliefs out into the open, some for
the first time.
En what was once a bustling hub
of railroad traffic between
Winchester and Ashland, the trains
stopped running in 1974,preserving
Morehead's crnall-town feel. Until
recently it was mostly known as the
home for Morehead State
University and its men's basketball
team, which occasionally lands in
the NCAA tournament.
The university has attracted a
diverse population of religious and
social viewpoints in an otherwise
conservative swath of eastern
Kentucky, and shaped a generation
of political leaders, including
Hawkins' boss, Walter Blevins, who
spent his summers attending the
university's academic prep program.
Blevins said the university
changed him "politically and perhaps morally as well."
"It was the first time I've ever
been around any black people in my
life," said Blevins, a Democrat. "It
kind of awakened you to,'Hey we're
all human beings.'"
The university's influence has
been a source of frustration for
some religious conservatives,
including Randy Smith,an evangelist who has lived in Morehead since
he was 12. If not for Morehead
State, the community would have
no issues with Davis or her actions,
he said. Now,the situation is "forcing people to address an underlying
issue that's been here for a long
time."
"I think what a lot of it is the community wants things to go back to
normalcy. But oftentimes if things
go back to normalcy it means somebody has got to give up something,"
he said. "I think you will see more
same-sex people out and they won't
be as discreet as they once were in
this community. And I think you
will probably have more Christians
that will possibly look upon that
with some disdain."
For months,a group of Morehead
citizens, calling themselves the
Rights
County
Rowan
Organization, have urged Davis to
comply with the Supreme Court and
issue marriage licenses to all couples. They called off their protests
Wednesday. II

MAKOplasty' Partial Knee
Resurfacing and MAKOplasty P 'Iota;
Hip Replacement are enabled by
the surgeon -controlled RIO., intuit if
stem.
Henry County Mcclik_al Celit‘q
. the first in the legion to offer
technology to our patient'..

Annual Customer
Appreciation Day
Do you suffer from knee or hip pain? Stop hurting and
start moving with MAKOplasty® partial knee and total
hip replacement, available exclusively at Henry County
Medical Center.
Surgeons perform MAKOplasty with a robotic arm system
for accurate implant placement customized just for you.
For a good outcome you need to align and position the
Implants just right. Compared with conventional partial
knee and total hip procedures, MAKOplasty® offers
increased accuracy to optimize surgical results. As a result,
the procedure reduces potential for complications and
enhances your return to daily activities
To learn more about this new technology, sign up to attend this
information session presentd by Blake Chandler, MD,Orthopedic
Surgeon with West TN Bone & Joint:

HRIRY

Friday, September 11, 2015 — 12:15 p.m.
Murray-Calloway Co.
Senior Citizen Center
Must RSVP to 731-644-3463 or
online at www.hcmc-tri.org

Friday, September 11
11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Lunch will be served at:
405 South 12th St.
700 North 12th St.

Today's Games
AUTO RACING
1:30 p.m.
NBCSN — NASCAR XFINITY
practice, at Richmond. Va
4 p.m.
NBCSN — NASCAR XFINITY
practice, at Richmond Va
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6:30 p.m.
ESPNU — Southern U vs MVSU
7 p.m.
FS1 — Louisiana Tech at W Kentucky
GOLF
4 a.m.
GOLF — LPGA Tour Gott. Evian Championship, first-round. at Evian-les-Bains,
France
8:30 a.m.
GOLF — LPGA Tour Golf, Evian Championship, first-round, at Evian-les-Bains.
France
2 p.m.
GOLF — Web corn Tour, Hotel Fitness
Championship, first-round, Fort Wayne,
Ind.
MLB
6 p.m.
FSM — St. Louis at Cincinnati
MLB — Regional coverage, Toronto at
N.Y Yankees or Milwaukee at Pittsburgh
NFL
7:30 p.m.
NBC — Pittsburgh at New England
TENNIS
6 p.m.
ESPN
Women's semifinals, at Flushing, N
Friday's Games
AUTO RACING
9 a.m.
NBCSN — NASCAR Spnnt Cup Series
practice at Richmond, Va
12 am.
NBCSN — NASCAR Spnnt Cup Sanas,
practice, at Richmond. Va
2:30 p.m.
NBCSN — NASCAR XFINITY Series,
qualifying, at Richmond, Va
4:30 p.m.
NBCSN — NASCAR Sprint Cup Series,
qualifying, at Richmond. Va.
6:30 p.m
NBCSN — NASCAR XFINITY Seines.

SPORTS ON TV

Today's Games
PREP BOYS AND GIRLS GOLF
Calloway County, Livingston Central at
Murray High, at Murray Country Club,
4p m
PREP BOYS SOCCER
Murray High at Graves County, All-A
Classic. 7 15 p m
PREP GIRLS SOCCER
Murray High at Graves County, All-A
Classic, 530 p m
Hopkinsville at Calloway Co., 715 pm
PREP VOLLEYBALL
Paducah Tilghman at Calloway County,
7p m
Friday's Games
PREP FOOTBALL
Marshall County at Calloway County.
7pm
Hopkinsville at Murray High, 7 p m
NCAA WOMEN'S SOCCER
Louisiana Tech at Murray State, 3 p m
NCAA VOLLEYBALL
Holiday Inn Classic Murray State vs Indiana/Purdue-Fort Wayne, 3 p m

AREA SCHEDULE

West Division
W
L
Pct GB
Houston
75 64
540
Texas
73 64 .533
Los Angeles
69 69
500
Seattle
66 73 475
Oakland
60 79
432 15
Wednesday's Resutts
Baltimore 5, N.Y Yankees 3
Tampa Bay 8, Detroit 0
Boston 10, Toronto 4
Cleveland 6. Chicago White Sox 4
Minnesota 3, Kansas City 2, 12 innings
Houston at Oakland, late
L.A. Dodgers at LA.Angels late
Texas at Seattle. late
Todays Games
Texas (D Holland 3-1) at Seattle (F Her.
nandez 16-8), 2 40 p m
Toronto (Price 14-5) at N Y Yankees
(Sevenno 3-2), 6.05 p.m
Detroit (Simon 12-9) at Cleveland
(Salazar 12-8), 6 10 p m
Fridays Games
Kansas City at Baltimore. 605 p m
Toronto at N Y Yankees, 6:05 p m
Boston at Tampa Bay, 6 10 p m
Detroit at Cleveland,6 10 p m.
Oakland at Texas, 7 05 p.m
Minnesota at Chi White Sox, 7:10 p.m
Houston at LA.Angels, 905 p.m.
Colorado at Seattle 9 10 p.m.

Kansas City
Minnesota
Cleveland
Chicago
Detroit

MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Toronto
79 60
New York
77 61
Tampa Bay
68 71
Baltimore
67 72
Boston
66 73
Central Division

BASEBALL

The Virginia 529 College Savings 250 at
Richmond, Va
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
FS1 — Miami at Florida Atlantic
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — Utah State at Utah
GOLF
4 a.m.
GOLF — LPGA Tour Golf, Evian Championship, second-round, at Evian-lesBains, France
8:30 a.m.
GOLF — LPGA Tour Golf, Evian Championship, second-round, at Evian-lesBans, France
2 p.m.
GOLF — Web com Tour, Hotel Fitness
Championship, second-round, at Fort
Wayne, Ind
SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
FS1
—
Bundesliga,
Borussia
Monchengladbach vs Hamburg
TENNIS
2 p.m.
Men's semifinal, at Flushing,

HOME• AUTO • LIFE

1702 Hwy 121 North Bypass
Murray, Kentucky
tom
stu.irt alexandei
(270)753-4703

Sponsored by
Stuart Alexander

NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T
0 0 0 000
0 0 0 000
ngland 0 0 0 000
its
0 0 0 000
North
W L T
ore
0 0 0 000
natJ
0 0 0 000
0 0 0 .000
and
0 0 0 .000
irali

PRO FOOTBALL

WNBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W
L
Pct
z-New York
719
23
9
*Chicago
20 12 625
18 14
*Indiana
563
17 15
a-Washington
531
Atlanta
14 18
438
Connecticut
14 19
424
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W
L
Pct
z-Minnesota
22 11 .667
*Phoenix
19 13 .594
531
x-Tulsa
17 15
424
x-Los Angeles
14 19
281
Seattle
9 23
212
7 26
San Antonio
*clinched playoff spot
z-clinched conference
Wednesday's Results
Atlanta 90, Los Angeles 60
New York 74. Connecticut 64
Today's Gaines
No games scheduled
Friday's Games
Indiana at Atlanta, 6_30 p m
Washington at New York, 6 30 p.m.
Tulsa at Chicago, 7 30 p m.
Minnesota at Seattle, 9 p.m
Los Angeles at Phoenix, 9 p m

BASKETBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct GB
561
-78 61
in
71 68
511
7
421 191
/
2
59 81
56 84
400 221
/
2
Atlanta
Philadelphia
386 241
/
2
54 86
Central Division
W
L
Pct GB
633
—
88 51
St. Louis
1
2
Pittsburgh
83 55
601 4/
1
2
Chicago
80 58 .580 7/
61 78
439 27
Milwaukee
413 301
/
2
Cincinnati
57 81
West Division
W
L
Pct GB
—
Los Angeles
80 58
580
72 68 .514
9
San Francisco
Arizona
67 73 479 14
67 73 .479 14
San Diego
Colorado
57 82 .410 23%
Wednesdays Results
St. Louis 4. Chicago Cubs 3
Atlanta 8, Philadelphia 1
N Y Mets 5, Washington 3
Miami 5, Milwaukee 2
Pittsburgh 5, Cincinnati 4
San Diego 11, Colorado 4
Arizona 2, San Francisco 1
LA Dodgers at L.A Angels. late
Today's Games
Colorado (J De La Rosa 9-6) at San
Diego (T.Ross 10-10). 240 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Arrieta 18-6) at Philadelphia (Morgan 5-5), 6:05 p m.
Milwaukee(W Peralta 5-8) at Pittsburgh
(Burnett 8-5), 6:05 p m.
N.Y. Mets (B.Colon 13-11) at Atlanta
(S.Miller 5-13), 6-10 p.m
St. Louis (Jai Garcia 8-4) at Cincinnati
(Jotamb 0-3), 6.10 pm
Friday's Games
Chicago Cubs at Philadelphia, 6:05 p.m.
Milwaukee at Pittsburgh, 6:05 p.m
St Louis at Cincinnati, 610 p.m.
Washington at Miami, 6:10 p.m
N.Y. Mets at Atlanta, 635 p.m.
L A Dodgers at Anzona, 8:40 p.m
Colorado at Seattle, 910
San Diego at San Francisco, 9:15 p m

TOP 25
The Top 25 teams in The Associated
Press college football poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses records through
Sunday total points based on 25 points for
a first-place vote through one point for a
25th-place vote, and previous ranking
Pts LW
Rec.
I Ohio St (61)
1.0 1.525
1
2 Alabama
1,420
3
3 TCU
1,365
2
4
4 Baylor
1,252
5. Michigan St.
1,198
5
6 Auburn
1,166
6
1,081
7
7 Oregon
8 Southern Cal
1,074
8
1,061
11
9 Notre Dame
981
9
10. Georgia
11 Florida St
942 10
12 Clemson
862 12
13 UCLA
833 13
14 LSU
653 14
0-0
636 16
1-0
15 Georgia Tech
1-0
629 NR
16 Texas A8M
1-0
600 17
17 Mississippi
1-0
480 18
18 Arkansas
1-0
469 19
19. Oklahoma
279 23
20 Boise St
1-0
1-0
21 Missouri
274 24
1-0
259 22
22. Arizona
1-0
169 25
23 Tennessee
137 NR
24 Utah
1-0
1-0
104 NR
25 Mississippi St
Others receiving votes Wisconsin 79,
BYU 74, Northwestern 72, Anzona St. 49,
Oklahoma St. 30, West Virginia 23, Floods
8, Temple 8, Cincinnati 7, Kansas St 7.
Minnesota 5, Louisville 4, NC State 4, W
Kentucky 3, California 2, Stanford 1

NCAA FOOTBALL

South
W L T
Houston
0 0 0 000 0
Indianapolis
0 0 0 000 0
Jacksonville
0 0 0 000 0
Tennessee
0 0 0 .000 0
West
L T Pct PF
Denver
0 0 0 000 0
Kansas City
0 0 0 000 0
Oakland
0 0 0 000 0
0 0 0 000 0
San Diego
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
L T
0 0 0 000 0
Dallas
N.Y Giants
0 0 0 000 0
Philadelphia
0 0 0 000 0
0 0 0 000 0
Washington
North
L T
Chicago
0 0 0 000 0
Detroit
0 0 0 000 0
0 0 0 000 0
Green Bay
Minnesota
0 0 0 000 0
South
L T
Atlanta
0 0 0 000 0
Carolina
0 0 0 000 0
New Orleans 0 0 0 000 0
0 0 000 0
West
W L T
Arizona
0 0 0 000 0
San Francisco 0 0 0 000 0
0 0 0 000 0
Seattle
St Louis
0 0 0 000 0
WEEK 1
Today's Game
Pittsburgh at New England, 7:30 p m
Sunday's Games
Green Bay at Chicago. 12 p.m
Kansas City at Houston, 12 p.m
Seattle at St Louis. 12 p.m
Cleveland at N Y Jets. 12 pm
Indianapolis at Buffalo, 12 p m
Miami at Washington, 12 p.m
Carolina at Jacksonville, 12 p m
New Orleans at Arizona. 305 p m
Detroit at San Diego, 305 p m
Cincinnati at Oakland, 3 25 p m
Baltimore at Denver, 3:26 p.m.
Tennessee at Tampa Bay, 3.25 p.m.
N Y Giants at Dallas, 7 30 p m
Monday's Game.
Philadelphia at Atlanta, 6.10 p m
Minnesota at San Francisco. 920 p.m
DISTRICT 1 STANDINGS
Class 1A
District Overall
W
LW
1
0
1
Fulton City
Crittenden County
0 0 3
Russellville
0 0 3
Fulton County
0
1
0
Friday's Games
Caldwell Co at Crittenden Co. 7 p m
Gibson Co., Tenn, at Fulton City, 7 p.m.
Logan Co at Russellville, 7 p.m.
Idle Fulton County
Class 2A
District Overall
LW
L
W
Mayfield
0 0
Ballard Memorial
0 0
0 0
Murray High
0 0
Webster County
Friday's Games
Dresden, Term , at Ballard Memonal, 7 p m
Hopkinsville at Murray High, 7 p.m
McCracken Co at Mayfield, 7 p m
Webster Co at Clinton Co., 7 30 p m
Class 3A
District Overall
W
LW
L
Union County
0 0 2 0
1
Caldwell County
0 0 2
0 0
1
2
Fort Campbell
1
2
Paducah Tilghman
0 0
0, 0
1
2
Trigg County
Friday's Games
Caldwell Co at Crittenden Co , 7 p m
Fort Campbell at Christian Co . 7 pm
Paducah Tilghman at Graves Co. 7 p.m
Madisonville-NH at Union Co 7 p m.
Tngg Co at Todd Co Central. 7 p.m.
Class 4A
District Overall
W
LW
L
Hopkinsville
0 0
2
1
0 0
1
2
Hopkins Co Central
0 0 0 2
Calloway County
0 0 0 3
Logan County
Madisonville-N Hopkins 0 0 0 3
Friday's Games
Hopkins Co Cent at Breciunndge Co 7 p m
Hopkinsville at Murray High, 7 pm
Logan Co at Russellville. 7 pm
Madisonville-NH at Union Co 7 p.m
Marshall Co at Calloway Co 7 p m
Class 5A
District Overall
W
LW
L
0 0
Owensboro
Owensboro Apollo
0 0
0 0
Graves County
0 0
Chnstian County
0 0
Marshall County
Friday's Games
Butler Co at Owensboro Apollo, 7 p.m
Fort Campbell at Chnstian Co., 7 p.m.
Marshall Co at Calloway Co 7 p.m
Owensboro at Bowling Green, 7 p.m
Paducah Tilghman at Graves Co 7 p m
Class 6A
District Overall
W
LW
L
Daviess County
0 0 3 0
Ohio County
0 0
McCracken County
0 0
Muhlenberg County
0 0
Henderson County
0 0
Friday's Games
Daviess Co at Hancock Co., 7 p.m.
Gibson Southern at Henderson Co., 7 p.m.
McCracken Co at Mayfield, 7 p.m
Mutitenberg Co at McLean Co , 7 p.m.
Ohio Co at Grayson Co. 7 p.m

PREP FOOTBALL

SCHEDULE
Today's Games
SOUTH
Maryville (Tenn ) at ETSU. 6:30 p m
Southern U. at MVSU, 6.30 p.m
Bethel (Tenn.) at UT Martin, 6.30 p.m
Louisiana Tech at W. Kentucky, 7 p.m.
Friday's Games
SOUTH
Miami at Florida Atlantic, 7 p m
SOUTHWEST
Bacone at Texas Southern, 7 p.m
FAR WEST
Utah St at Utah. 8 p m

2
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PREP FOOTBALL

Tigers will come to Ty Holland
Stadium at 7 p.m. Friday with three
wins and none of their margins of
victory have been close.
Hopkinsville scored 119 points
in those games combined and allowed just 28. Its latest display of
offensive dominance came against
Fort Campbell, where the Tigers
put up 50 points.
Hopkinsville comes equipped
with a consistent quarterback in
Jalen Johnson, whose arm is more
of a luxury than an accessory.
Johnson completed 13 of 19 passes
against Fort Campbell for three
touchdowns and 153 yards.
Hopkinsville has a steady widereceiving corp in Dallas Green,
C.J. Hennagan and Torrence
Gilbert, all who catch the ball consistently in open space. But their
most prominent weapon, Rakeem
Chambers, is out for the season.
Meanwhile, Murray High is
glad that Des'Jahvonni Miles is
much closer to returning to full
health after a spraining an ankle
than he was against Graves
County.
"It's good to have him back at
full strength," Hodge said. "He's
been cutting and fmishing routes in
practice. You could tell he wasn't
the same Friday night. It just handcuffs you."
Still, the Tigers will have to cooperate with their share of nagging
injuries. Peyton Glynn separated
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
his right shoulder in the first quar- Murray High defender DesJahvanni Miles (white) leaps for the ball
ter against Graves County and will as it flies over himself and Calloway County receiver Jeramiah
be out for the foreseeable future. Malone during this year's Crosstown Classic
at Stewart Stadium.
Malik Britt, who did not play last
week, is also questionable for Friday.
"Malik not being there hurt our
crutch for the offense. Although
they had only one turnover against
the Eagles, the 'Tigers could never
establish an offensive tempo, seeing many second-and-20s and
third-and- I 5s, killing themselves
out of the gun.
Looking to polish the triple option, Murray High will rely heavily
on Miles' ankle. Miles, himself,
will rely heavily on trusting the
strength of it.
Defensive coordinator Tony
Boone, as always, will switch
things up.
If Murray High corrects nothing
else, solidifying tackling and posi-

--.......m..
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tioning may be the key to victory.
Even linemen CJ. Dickerson and
Tre Hornbuckle didn't have the
nights they had become accustomed in the first two games.
Everyone missed opportunities that
could have easily kept the Eagles
from blowing the game open so
early. •
"We've got to do a better job of
tackling. We did a bad job of the
Friday night. As soon as Dixon got
through, we just collapsed and
dove and that wasn't our style of
defense. We have to tackle a hundred times better. That's just the
name of the game," Hodge said.
Murray High woke up in the
second half, only allowing 10
points after the onslaught early.
The Tigers simply had too deep of
a hole to climb out of and Graves
County was equipped to put them
away.
"When you put the ball on the
ground, there's just not much you
can do to recover from that. Defensively, we just have to have the
right personnel out there and just
tackle. Graves County played a lot
better than the final score was. We
looked at the film when we got a
hold of it. It's night and day how
good they looked," Hodge said.
Isaiah Tucker, who led the rushing attack with 143 yards last
week, will carry a significant part
of the scoring load with Miles, who.
lost 28 yards rushing and completed only 2 of 12 passes,signifying that he was not entirely
himself.
A much better quality football
team is on the horizon for Murray
High. If the Tigers tackle better and
sustain their drives, the product
will be better come Friday night.
The home crowd will return and
the players know they can't disappoint them two weeks in a row.
Hopkinsville may be capable of
putting up numbers, but by no
means does that make it better than
the Tigers. Murray High can beat
anyone. It just has to make sure it
doesn't beat itself again.
Maybe,just maybe.this will be
a much different team then the one
that stepped onto the turf last week.
Hopkinsville, however,is going to
make them earn this one.•

Sustaining the drive: Tigers look
to take advantage of home turf
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
The Murray High Tigers
walked into practice Sunday afternoon, still feeling the pulse from
the Graves County Eagles.
Murray High was handed its
first loss of 2015 last Friday night,
39-14. Graves County ran and, it
ran. Then, the Eagles ran some
more.
Tigers head coach Keith Hodge
and the rest of the staff have done
their part to restore the team mindset,getting back on track. Now,it's
up to the players to make the appropriate response to a game they
believe they gave away on their
own home turf.
Are the players ready to account
for their faults in just three short
days of practice?
"It's hard to tell," Hodge said.
"Practice is practice. I think it settled in that we didn't play very
well. We've got to get better fast.
We need all 60 players to figure
that out. We handled the adversity
pretty well. There's only so much
you can do at practice to get better."
The Tigers(2-1)allowed freshman quarterback in Ryan Mathis to
look like a veteran. But it was Eagles running back, Dakota Dixon,
who stole the entire show, rushing
for four touchdowns in the first
half.
If Graves County was supposed
to be a winnable game in the minds
of the Tigers,then Hopkinsville, if
you take into account its 48-21
drubbing of the Eagles, may seem
like a mismatch.
The undefeated Hopkinsville
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passing
game
tremendously
against Graves," Hodge said."He
gives us an edge on passing when
we have him. Friday night we were
without a lot of key elements that
makes us who we are. We've got to
do a better job of adjusting."
Murray High has talent. As
much talent as anyone in the region, but talent alone doesn't win
ball games.
Murray High had no problem
getting around the field last week.
The Tigers ran for more than 300
yards, but the problem was they
kept putting the ball on the ground.
Three-and-outs were a huge
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RACERS,TIGERS &
LAKERS!

GOOD LUCK

Fans react as Chicago center fielder Dexter Fowler pursues a two-run double by St. Louis' Stephen
Piscotty during the eighth inning Wednesday in St. Louis. The Cardinals won 4-3.

4#1*

Carpenter, Piscotty lead Cardinals
past Cubs during series finale

The Associated Press
12 of the 13 batters they faced.
"Carlos gave us five," Broxton
ST. LOUIS — Cardinals rookie said. "He struggled early, but once
Stephen Piscotty continues to show the bullpen opened up we just tried
a penchant for making quick ad- to hold them there and give our ofjustments.
fense a chance."
After going hitless in his first
Chris Coghlan took advantage
three at-bats, Piscotty lined a two- of Randal Grichuk's compromised
run double off the centerfield wall throwing arm to score the Cubs'
to cap a three-run rally in the eighth first run on Anthony Rizzo's douinning that sent St. Louis over the ble.
Chicago Cubs 4-3 Wednesday.
Grichuk, starting for the first
Matt Carpenter tripled and time since straining his elbow Aug.
scored twice as the Cardinals' 16, had to flip the ball to right
ended their three-game losing fielder Jason Heyward, who threw
streak. The NL Central leaders it in allowing Coghlan to score
avoided their first sweep at home from first.
this season and their first against
Rizzo appeared to be caueit in
the Cubs since September 2010.
a run-down following his double,
"It's definitely good to get that but Martinez failed to cover third,
one," Piscotty said. "You don't allowing Rizzo to take an extra
want to get swept by the Cubs. base. Tommy La Stella followed
We're fine. There's no panic. We with a two-out double to give the
did a good job of fighting back."
Cubs an extra run.
Cardinals manager Mike MathLester got his second career hit,
eny said Piscotty is a good self- both against St. Louis. The Cardievaluator.
nals have given up hits to opposing
"This is what he did: He got me pitchers in four consecutive games
last time, this is what I probably and each have led to runs. ,
need to do.' And not many guys can
Web Gem
make those adjustments
as
far
as
approach,"
it
Matheny said. "He's
Coghlan made a tough catch on
able
to
think
ahead
and
then
make
a tailing flyball off the bat of
those physical adjustments as
Tommy
Pham in the fifth. Coghlan
made the grab in foul territory, and
Cubs lefty Jon Lester exited
his momentum flipped him over
after seven dominant innings. He
the wall and into the crowd.
gave up two hits, retired 20 of his
final 21 hitters and left with a 3-1
Welcome Back
lead.
The Cardinals rtcovated )13
"I felt good, cutter was better
today," Lester said. "I got away Matt Adams from the 60-day diswith a couple of pitches because of abled list. Adams was hitting .243
in 144 at-bats with four home runs
what we established early."
Jonathan Broxton (2-4) go'Nhe and 20 RBIs before missing 91
win and Trevor Rosenthal picked games. Lefty Nick Greenwood was
up his 43rd save. Clayton Richard designated for assignment to make
room.
(3- I )took the loss.
Cardinals starter Carlos MarUp Next
tinez needed 99 pitches to get
through five innings. The Cubs
Cubs: RHP Jake Arrieta (18-6,
stranded at least one runner in each 2.03 ERA)takes the mound to kick
of his innings. and Martinez was off a four-game series Thursday at
able to limit the damage with eight Philadelphia. Arrieta has a 17-instrikeouts.
ning scoreless streak and was the
"All in all. I think he did a nice NI. Pitcher of the Month for Aujob of keeping it together all the gust.
way around," Matheny said. "His
Cardinals: LHP Jaime Garcia
mind was right. He kept coming (8-4, 1.89 ERA) starts a 10-game
out and grinding and that's a great road trip Thursday at Cincinnati.
sign of what could come."
He is 5-0 with a 1.76 ERA since
The Cardinals' bullpen retired Aug. I.

Submitted photo

Expos win title at Clarksville

YOUTH BASEBALL
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ST. LOUIS — The St. Louis
Rams have been stockpiling defensive linemen for so long, end
Chris Long has played for three
head coaches.
If the franchise is able to end a
drought of 11 seasons without a
winning record, all of that talent
assembled over the years will no
doubt be the main reason.
The latest upgrade was free
agent Nick Fairley, a tackle that
gave the Rams(6-10)five former
first-rounders up front. Long was
the second pick in 2008 by Scott
Linehan. Robert Quinn came during the Steve Spagnuolo/Billy
Devaney era, and the Jeff
Fisher/Les Snead team added
Aaron Donald and Michael
Brockers.
The offense has plenty of
question marks, with Todd Gurley
still rehabbing from left knee surgery,two rookie linemen starting,
and no established go-to wide re-

The Associated Press

Chestnut St.• Murray, KY • 270-753-2571

Fisher made a six-win improvement for a 7-9 finish in
2012, his first season, but since
then the franchise has treaded
water. The Rams backslid a bit
last year,struggling after QB Sam
Bradford's second consecutive
season-ending knee injury.
The Rams were 0-4 in the preseason, not exactly cause for
alarm,but not the greatest sign for
a franchise desperate for success,
either.
"Disappointed we didn't find a
way to win a preseason, but I'm
also very excited to have it over
now — as everybody else is,"
Fisher said.•

Put Up Time

The Edward Jones Dome was
no more than one-third full for either of the home preseason
games,with fans fretting the franchise will move back to Los Angeles after the season. Season
ticket sales are down.Owner Stan
Kroenke's only public sighting
during training camp was in Oxnard, California, where he hobnobbed with Jerry Jones while the
Rams practiced with the Cowboys.
Kroenke has been silent about
his intentions since acquiring a
parcel of land in Inglewood,Califonriia, where a stadium could be
built. The Rams are year to year
on their lease at the dome.

Empty Seats

Foles quickly impressed his
new team and signed a two-year
contract extension last month. He
had been entering the final year of
his deal and was highly productive when healthy in Philadelphia.
"I think the big thing is I just
felt comfortable running the offense, being out there playing
again," Foles said. "Now it's getting real. Season's here. I'm excited."

Foles Factor

with versatile Benny Cunningham and Isaiah Pead also in the
mix.

Read about local sports in The Ledger at Times

The Rams were so high on
Gurley, they drafted him 10th
overall even though he was injured. Gurley has been practicing
the last few weeks but has already
been ruled out for the opener and
could miss the first three or four
games.
Tre Mason, the starter last
year, will step in if he's recovered
from a hamstring injury that sidelined him for the preseason finale,

Gurley Watch

Rookie offensive linemen Rob
Havenstein and Jamon Brown
played side by side at right tackle
and guard the first half of the preseason before the Rams split them
up and put Brown at left guard.
Its tough enough jumping into
the lineup out of college without
making that switch.
Coach Jeff Fisher said he'll announce a starting center after
practice Wednesday. Tim Barnes
started the preseason finale and is
likely to get the nod with
Demetrius Rhaney serving in a
utility role. Barnes has four career
NFI. starts, Rhaney none.

Center of Attention

ceiver for new quarterback Nick
Foles.
Defensive coordinator Gregg
Williams has an ideal situation by
comparison,beginning his second
season with virtually everybody
back and no new playbook to abscat. The lone casualty is cornerback EJ. Gaines,out for the year
following foot surgery.
The pass rush really clicked in
the final two-thirds of last season
with 40 sacks in the last 11 games
after none in the first five.The defense will be needed to step up
right away with the Rams opening at home Sunday against the
defending NFC champion Seahawks.
"I think we're where we need
to be at this point," Long said.
"We're going to play them tough
and we always do, and they always play us tough."
Things to watch for from the
Rams:
With the bye week behind them
and an extended Labor Day weekend, the Calloway County football
team has had nearly two weeks to
prepare for a team facing the same
adversities the Lakers have dealt
with in recent years.
CCHS continues to look for its
first win of the season in the immediate future and, in the greater
scheme, its first winning season
since 2008.Also starving for its first
win of 2015 is Marshall County,a
once-great program that is vying for
redemption.
The Lakers and Marshals meet at
7 p.m. Friday at Jack D. Rose Stadium.
Calloway County has had nearly
two weeks now to prepare for this
game. If the Lakers prevent themselves from digging an early grave
like they did against Murray High
and if they follow through on their
tackles a touch more efficiently,
anyone would like Calloway
County's chances.
Lakers head coach Mickey Garrison is fully aware of just how
winnable this game is for his squad.
With everyone healthy for Week 4,
the biggest question looming might
be this: Did the Lakers get too much
time off?
"Last week was an opportunity
for us to spend a little extra time in
the film room," Garrison said.
"These guys are schooled as far as
knowing what the opposition is
doing. We've got to figure out how
to start the game better and be consistent."
Inconsistency certainly has been
an issue for the 0-2 Lakers. They
reeled off 21 straight . in the
Crosstown Classic against the
Tigers, but not before they allowed
Murray High to score the first 28
points. The Lakers had a winnable
game against Ohio County, but lost
their lead in the fourth quarter.
"It's not as much a physical effort as it is a mental effort. It's been
the little lapses, not knowing the
game situation," Garrison said.
"We've got to take care of the ball
against Marshall County. Ball security is huge. Murray had a problem

By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
with that and we capitalized on that,
but it's the little things. They are all
significant. If we clean it up, then
you'll see a lot more of an efficient
team on Friday night."
The Lakers are still searching to
solidify some poisitions.
"There are still people looking
for roles on this team. We've got
guys that are hungry and we're just
looking for everyone to do their
part."
Fortunately, the Marshals (0-2)
have seen inconsistency themselves.
Tossing aside Marshall County's
first game against defending state
champion Mayfield, the Marshals
could have won their game against
Ballard Memorial.
It's that simple. A second half
collapse led to a 26-22 loss.
The good news for the Marshals
is that they've dominated the recent
series history, losing only once to
Calloway County since 2004.
Garrison even expressed his
long-tenured friendship with Marshal's head coach Evan Merrick
after Tuesday's practice. Although
the bond they share won't be tampered with,there is certainly no love
lost between these two programs. If
anything, the tension is at a high
point, with both programs desperately seeking their first winning seasons in seven years.
The Lakers defense will have to
deal with a dual-threat in quarterback Skylar Smith, who completed
11 of 21 passes and threw for two
touchdowns against Ballard Memorial. Wide receiver Collin Gunn is as
quick as his last name indicates.
The. Lakers have contained the
passing game, though. It's the
ground game they'll have to defend
better.
Dalton Nelson rushed for 175 of
the Marshals 196 yards on 21 attempts last week and he will have to
be defended by Colton Cox,Jacob
Bellah and Colby Colver.
On offense, CCHS quarterback
Cole Stetson is confident in himself,
in his team and in this system. This
could be bad for the opposition.
"His mental state is so impressive right now compared to when he
was younger. It's only going to grow
from week-to-week," Garrison said.
In fact, Stetson's performance

Good Luck Racers, Tigers & Lakers!

was enough to earn him
ing him fourth in the state,
the Gridiron Glory Player
with 128 receiving yards
of the Week two weeks
per game.
ago. Stetson attempted 60
The storylines for both
passes (a gaudy number
these programs are parallel: Young teams with cafor a quarterback at any
pable quarterbacks with a
level) and threw for two
lot to prove.
touchdowns passes in the
Garrison, meanwhile,
third quarter,sparking the
is sticking with his motto
Lakers second-quarter
from Day 1.
rally against Murray
"We're going to take
High. He also ranks sixth
what they're giving us."
in the state with 276 passThe Lakers can't afford
ing yards per game.
to give back what is first
Jeremiah Malone will
given to them. Again,cutprove to be Stetson's goting down on turnovers is
to receiver once again
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
a must.
against the Marshals.
Calloway County's Jeramiah Malone asks for
While the Marshals
"He's a freakish athlete noise from the Laker fans last week after making
will not giftwrap Caland he's so fun to watch.
a leaping interception against Murray High in the loway County its first win,
The thing about Malone,
Crosstown
Classic at Murray State.
the Lakers are more than
though, is that he's doing
capable
of taking it by
the same acrobatics at
force on their home turf
practice on Wednesday that he does creating some consistency," Garrifor the first time this season.
on Friday nights. He goes vertical, son said.
Expect the bye week rust to fade
Speaking ofconsistency, Malone
and then he goes horizontal. That's
has 256 yards on 17 catches, rank- quickly for the Lakers.•

Closing the gap: Calloway County
sensing first win of 2015 season
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back in postseason
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Mow with an Attitude.
MURRAY HOME & AUTO

The Region's
Newest....

www.murrayledgencom

The Murray Expos went 5-0 to win a baseball tournament in
Clarksville, Tenn., in August. Members of the Murray Expos include (first row, from left) Dylan Jennings, Bryson Dennis, Max
Cossey, Hank Burns, Ethan Hayden,(second row, from left) Cadwell Turner, Carson Garner, Braden Pingel, Landen Houk, (third
row, from left) coaches Travis Turner and Rob Dennis. Team member Brad Burns in not pictured.
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By JEFF ARENZ
Sports Editor
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DEKALB, Ill. — When the
Murray State Racers take the
field at Huskie Stadium on Saturday to play Northern Illinois, all
of the pressure will be on the
home team.
The Huskies (1-0) had to rally
from a 17-3 deficit in the second
half to emerge with a season
opening 38-30 victory over
UNLV last Saturday.
The FCS Racers(1-0)are confident after their 52-12 win
against NCAA Division II Kentucky Wesleyan in Week 1 that
they can compete with Northern
Illinois, the defending MidAmerican Conference champions
at the FBS level.
"Our motivation is the same.
At the end of the day.(Northern
Illinois puts its pants on the same
way we do.They just have a little
more pants," MSU head coach
Mitch Stewart said."We will put
a plan together, offensively, to
run and throw the ball. We'll put
a plan together, defensively, to
stop the run and the throw. On
special teams, we will have a plan
to be as solid as we can."
Wide receiver Janawski Davis
and offensive lineman Cory
Gammon return to the Racers
after sitting out Week 1 for violating team rules.
After wideout Jeremy Harness
stepped up to make three touchdown catches against Kentucky
Wesleyan, the addition of Davis
gives Murray State quarterback
KD Humphries more targets.
"Having Janawksi back helps
me with my level of confidence,
tremendously," Humphries said.
"With Janawski and Jeremy both
on the field, along with Jesse
Blackburn, Paul Rice, Mitch
Stults, Dominque Rhymes and
Jordan Gandy outside, we just
added another playmaker."
Humphries finished with 385
yards on 25 of 34 passing. He
tossed five touchdown passes and
threw no interceptions. Harness
made seven catches for 156
yards.
Roman Clay and Nick Taylor
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complimented the Racers passing
attack by running the ball effectively. Clay had 98 and a touchdown on 17 carries while Taylor
added 73 yards and a TD on 14
carries.
"One of the things I noticed
about our running game is that
Roman and Nick always fell forward after a carry," Stewart said.
"That is something we have tried
to get all of our running backs to
do."
Despite having to rally, the
Huskies piled up some pretty impressive statistics.
Drew Hare had a career-high
360 passing yards versus UNLV,
the most by a Huskie since Jordan
Lynch threw for 407 yards versus
Toledo on Nov. 14,2012. His 360
yards are the eighth-highest single game total in school history.
and came on a night when he
completed 21 of 26 throws.
Kenny Golladay's 213 yards
against the Rebels are tied for the
sixth-most by an NW receiver in
a single game and are the most by
a receiver making his NIU debut.
Huskie tight ends scored
NIU's first two touchdowns of
the season on a 16-yard catch and
run by Shane Wimann and a 16yard shovel pass to Desroy
Maxwell in the victory over
UNLV. During the entire 2014
season, NIU tight ends scored
one touchdown on a fi v-yard reception by Luke Eakes in the
MAC Championship game.
The Huskie defense tallied
four sacks for the third time in the
last four games, dating back to
the Huskies victory at Western
Michigan Nov. 28,2014. On Saturday versus UNLV, Austin
Smaha and Jawaun Johnson
recorded their first career sacks,
while it was the second career
sacks for Payton and ClintonEarl.
"Right now we have focus on
stopping the run and tackle everything that's in front of us," Racers
defensive back DeQuinten Spraggins said.
This game will be broadcast
live on ESPN3. The kickoff is
scheduled for 2:30 p.m. Saturday.

Murray State has everything to
gain, nothing to lose against NIU

TAB BROCKMAN / MSU Sports Information
Murray state's Paul Rice catches a 10-yard touchdown passfrom KD Humphries in the first quarter
against Kentucky Wesleyan on Sept. 3 at Roy Stewart Stadium. The Racers defeated the Panthers
52-12.
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NFL PREVIEW:TENNESSEE TITANS

ceiver Kendall Wright said.
Here are some things to watch
with the Titans:

Perfect Mariota

The Titans cut their losses, releasing right tackle Michael Oher
in February and benching left
guard Andy Levine before recently
trading him to Atlanta for two draft
picks. That leaves new left guard
Byron Bell as the veteran going
into his fifth season after making
only one start at guard in his career. This youthful group is being
led by left tackle Taylor Lewan,
the I I th pick overall last year, with
this year's third-round draft pick
Jeremiah Poutasi replacing Bell at
right tackle.

Defense

ts"

Dick LeBeau heads into his
57th NFL season facing the challenge of improving a unit that was
next to last stopping the run, and
tied for 29th while giving up 27.3
points per game. The defensive
schemer has a healthy orakpo,
who has 40 sacks in his six seasons, with linebacker Derrick Morgan on the other side looking to
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Hurting D

The Titans placed 15 players on
injured reserve last season, and
they start this season with a pair of
starters recovering from surgery.
Cornerback Jason McCourty had
his groin repaired Aug.24 and may
not return until after the bye in October. Nose tackle Sammie Hill

‘
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had his right knee repaired Sept. 2
in an injury that could keep him
out of the first three games.

Backfield Committee

Tennessee didn't have a 1,000yard rusher or a running back with
a 100-yard game last season,
which is why the Titans ranked
26th,averaging 90.4 yards rushing
per game. Mariota, who averaged
6.6 yards per carry at Oregon,didn't show off his legs much this preseason. Rookie David Cobb will
miss the first eight weeks on injured reserve-designated to return
because of an injured calf. That
leaves Bishop Sankey, the first
back drafted in 2014; veteran Dexter McCluster; recently acquired
Terrance West; and undrafted free
agent Antonio Andrews.

Catching On

qr.

Free agent signee Harry Douglas joins Wright with 1,000-yard
seasons on their resumes. Tight
end Delanie Walker led the team in
both catches and yards receiving
last season, but the Titans need
rookie Dorial Green-Beckham to
develop after sitting out last season
at Oklahoma, and receiver Justin
Hunter to show why they traded up
in 2013 to pick him.II

Cypress Springs
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should free DL Jurrell Casey, who
earned a lot of attention in 2014
2 sacks in 2013.
1
after getting 10 /
The Titans have linebacker Zach
Brown healthy after missing last
season,and they brought in cornerback Perrish Cox and safety
Da'Norris Searcy to bolster the
secondary.

AP photo
Tennessee Titans quarterback Marcus Mariota (8) calls a play in the first half of a preseason NFL
game against the Minnesota Vikings on Sept. 3 in Nashville, Tenn.

With Mariota at quarterback, Titans
eager to erase memories of 2-14
The Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The
Tennessee Titans have spent
months being ridiculed as possibly
the NFL's worst team,compounding the pain of the franchise's poorest season since 1994.
Now they'll find out just how
motivating a 2-14 record can be.
"That's just one thing here that
nobody wants to experience, ever
again," safety Michael Griffin said.
Not that the Titans are looking
back. The biggest benefit of a seas,on that ended with 10 straight
losses was the No. 2 overall draft
pick, and the Titans believe they
found their franchise quarterback
in Marcus Mariota, the Heisman
Trophy winner out of Oregon. Revamping this roster to better fit
what coach Ken Whisenhunt wants
in his second season in Tennessee
means eight starters with two or
fewer years of NFL experience.
Combining Mariota with all
that youth and key free agents such
as three-time Pro Bowl linebacker
Brian Orakpo has Griffin very excited about this season. The 2007
first-round pick has been on this
roster longer than anyone else,and
Griffin says he's seen these Titans
improve each week.
Still, the Titans have to prove it
starting Sunday in Tampa Bay
against Jameis Winston, the top
pick overall. They also must show
they can win at home and convince
fans to fill the thousands of seats
that stayed empty last season.
"We don't have much equity,"
Whisenhunt said. "We've got to
build that up. The only way you
can do that is to consistently do
those kinds of things."
Mariota's impressive performance since being drafted has fed
the Titans' confidence that they finally have the man to settle down
a position where Tennessee has
started eight quarterbacks and
played nine since trading Steve
McNair in June 2006. Mariota was
intercepted only once by teammates in training camp, and he
posted a 102.9 passer.rating this
preseason while completing 70
percent of his passes.
"By the end of the season,

